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The Classic Guide to Solving Real-World Problems with Perl—Now Fully Updated for Today’s
Best Idioms! For years, experienced programmers have relied on Effective Perl Programming to
discover better ways to solve problems with perl. Now, in this long-awaited second edition, three
renowned Perl programmers bring together today’s best idioms, techniques, and examples:
everything you need to write more powerful, fluent, expressive, and succinct code with
Perl. Nearly twice the size of the first edition, Effective Perl Programming, Second Edition, offers
everything from rules of thumb to avoid common pitfalls to the latest wisdom for using Perl
modules. You won’t just learn the right ways to use Perl: You’ll learn why these approaches work
so well. New coverage in this edition includesReorganized and expanded material spanning
twelve years of Perl evolutionEight new chapters on CPAN, databases, distributions, files and
filehandles, production Perl, testing, Unicode, and warningsUpdates for Perl 5.12, the latest
version of PerlSystematically updated examples reflecting today’s best idiomsYou’ll learn how to
work with strings, numbers, lists, arrays, strictures, namespaces, regular expressions,
subroutines, references, distributions, inline code, warnings, Perl::Tidy, data munging, Perl one-
liners, and a whole lot more. Every technique is organized in the same Items format that helped
make the first edition so convenient and popular.

From the Back CoverYour littlest one will love learning about all the different types of noodles
Hawaii has to offer a baby's big appetite: yakisoba, pancit, ramen, pad thai, chow fun, fettucine,
and more! Get ready for a fistful of noodley fun!About the AuthorJamie Meckel loves illustrating
picture books for children as much as she loves the islands. She grew up and lives in Southern
California and earned her BFA in illustration at CSU Long Beach. Jamie is currently working on
her MFA.
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PodcastsGetting HelpAppendix B Map from First to Second EditionIndexForewordWhen I first
learned Perl more than a decade ago, I thought I knew the language pretty well; and indeed, I
knew the language well enough. What I didn’t know were the idioms and constructs that really
give Perl its power. While it’s perfectly possible to program without these, they represent a wealth
of knowledge and productivity that is easily missed.Luckily for me, I had acquired the first edition
of Joseph N. Hall’s Effective Perl Programming, and it wasn’t to be found in my bookshelf.
Instead, it had an almost permanent place in my bag, where I could easily peruse it whenever I
found a spare moment.Joseph’s format for Effective Perl Programming was delightfully simple:
small snippets of wisdom; easily digested. Indeed, it formed the original inspiration for our free
Perl Tips () newsletter, which continues to explore both Perl and its community.A lot can change
in a language in ten years, but even more can change in the community’s understanding of a
language over that time. Consequentially, I was delighted to hear that not only was a second
edition in the works, but that it was to be written by two of the most prominent members of the
Perl community.To say that brian is devoted to Perl is like saying that the sun’s corona is rather
warm. brian has not only literally written volumes on the language, but also publishes a
magazine (The Perl Review), manages Perl’s FAQ, and is a constant and welcome presence on
community sites devoted to both Perl and programming.Josh is best known for his efforts in
running Perlcast, which has been providing Perl news in audio form since 2005. Josh’s abilities



to consistently interview the brightest and most interesting people in the world not only make
him an ideal accumulator of knowledge, but also have me very jealous.As such, it is with great
pleasure that I have the opportunity to present to you the second edition of this book. May it help
you on your way to Perl mastery the same way the first edition did for me.—Paul
FenwickManaging DirectorPerl Training AustraliaPrefaceMany Perl programmers cut their teeth
on the first edition of Effective Perl Programming. When Addison-Wesley first published it in
1998, the entire world seemed to be using Perl; the dot-com days were in full swing and anyone
who knew a little HTML could get a job as a programmer. Once they had those jobs,
programmers had to pick up some quick skills. Effective Perl Programming was likely to be one
of the books those new Perl programmers had on their desks along with the bibles of Perl,
Programming Perl1 and Learning Perl2.1. Larry Wall, Tom Christiansen, and Jon Orwant,
Programming Perl, Third Edition (Sebastopol, CA: O’Reilly Media, 2000).2. Randal L. Schwartz,
Tom Phoenix, and brian d foy, Learning Perl, Fifth Edition (Sebastopol, CA: O’Reilly Media,
2008).There were many other Perl books on the shelves back then. Kids today probably won’t
believe that you could walk into a bookstore in the U.S. and see hundreds of feet of shelf space
devoted to computer programming, and most of that seemed to be Java and Perl. Walk into a
bookstore today and the computer section might have its own corner, and each language might
have a couple of books. Most of those titles probably won’t be there in six months.Despite all
that, Effective Perl Programming hung on for over a decade. Joseph Hall’s insight and wisdom
toward the philosophy of Perl programming is timeless. After all, his book was about thinking in
Perl more than anything else. All of his advice is still good.However, the world of Perl is a lot
different than it was in 1998, and there’s a lot more good advice out there. CPAN (the
Comprehensive Perl Archive Network), which was only a few years old then, is now Perl’s killer
feature. People have discovered new and better ways to do things, and with more than a decade
of additional Perl experience, the best practices and idioms have come a long way.Since the first
edition of Effective Perl Programming, Perl has changed, too. The first edition existed during the
transition from Perl 4 to Perl 5, so people were still using their old Perl 4 habits. We’ve mostly
done away with that distinction in this edition. There is only one Perl, and it is major version 5.
(Don’t ask us about Perl 6. That’s a different book for a different time.)Modern Perl now handles
Unicode and recognizes that the world is more than just ASCII. You need to get over that hump,
too, so we’ve added an entire chapter on it. Perl might be one of the most-tested code bases, a
trend started by Michael Schwern several years ago and now part of almost every module
distribution. Gone are the days when Perlers celebrated the Wild West days of code slinging.
Now you can have rapid prototyping and good testing at the same time. If you’re working in the
enterprise arena, you’ll want to read our advice on testing. If you’re a regular-expression fiend,
you’ll want to use all of the new regex features that the latest versions of Perl provide. We’ll
introduce you to the popular ones.Perl is still growing, and new topics are always emerging.
Some topics, like Moose, the post-modern Perl object system, deserve their own books, so we
haven’t even tried to cover them here. Other topics, like POE (Perl Object Environment), object-



relational mappers, and GUI toolkits are similarly worthy, and also absent from this book. We’re
already thinking about More Effective Perl, so that might change.Finally, the library of Perl
literature is much more mature. Although we have endeavored to cover most of the stuff we think
you need to know, we’ve left out some areas that are much better covered in other books, which
we list in Appendix B. That makes space for other topics.—Joseph N. Hall, Joshua A. McAdams,
and brian d foyPreface from the first editionI used to write a lot of C and C++. My last major
project before stepping into the world of Perl full time was an interpreted language that, among
other things, drew diagrams, computed probabilities, and generated entire FrameMaker books. It
comprised over 50,000 lines of platform-independent C++ and it had all kinds of interesting
internal features. It was a fun project.It also took two years to write.It seems to me that most
interesting projects in C and/or C++ take months or years to complete. That’s reasonable, given
that part of what makes an undertaking interesting is that it is complex and time-consuming. But
it also seems to me that a whole lot of ideas that start out being mundane and uninteresting
become interesting three-month projects when they are expressed in an ordinary high-level
language.This is one of the reasons that I originally became interested in Perl. I had heard that
Perl was an excellent scripting language with powerful string-handling, regular-expression, and
process-control features. All of these are features that C and C++ programmers with tight
schedules learn to dread. I learned Perl, and learned to like it, when I was thrown into a project
where most of my work involved slinging text files around—taking output from one piece of
software and reformatting it so that I could feed it to another. I quickly found myself spending less
than a day writing Perl programs that would have taken me days or weeks to write in a different
language.How and why I wrote this bookI’ve always wanted to be a writer. In childhood I was
obsessed with science fiction. I read constantly, sometimes three paperbacks a day, and every
so often wrote some (bad) stories myself. Later on, in 1985, I attended the Clarion Science
Fiction & Fantasy Writers’ workshop in East Lansing, Michigan. I spent a year or so occasionally
working on short-story manuscripts afterward, but was never published. School and work began
to consume more and more of my time, and eventually I drifted away from fiction. I continued to
write, though, cranking out a technical manual, course, proposal, or paper from time to time.
Also, over the years I made contact with a number of technical authors.One of them was Randal
Schwartz. I hired him as a contractor on an engineering project, and managed him for over a
year. (This was my first stint as a technical manager, and it was quite an introduction to the world
of management in software development, as anyone who knows Randal might guess.)
Eventually he left to pursue teaching Perl full time. And after a while, I did the same.While all this
was going on, I became more interested in writing a book. I had spent the past few years
working in all the “hot” areas—C++, Perl, the Internet and World Wide Web—and felt that I ought
to be able to find something interesting in all that to put down on paper. Using and teaching Perl
intensified this feeling. I wished I had a book that compiled the various Perl tricks and traps that I
was experiencing over and over again.Then, in May 1996, I had a conversation with Keith
Wollman at a developers’ conference in San Jose. I wasn’t really trying to find a book to write,



but we were discussing what sorts of things might be good books and what wouldn’t. When we
drifted onto the topic of Perl, he asked me, “What would you think of a book called Effective
Perl?” I liked the idea. Scott Meyers’s Effective C++ was one of my favorite books on C++, and
the extension of the series to cover Perl was obvious.I couldn’t get Keith’s idea out of my head,
and after a while, with some help from Randal, I worked out a proposal for the book, and
Addison-Wesley accepted it.The rest . . . Well, that was the fun part. I spent many 12-hour days
and nights with FrameMaker in front of the computer screen, asked lots of annoying questions
on the Perl 5 Porters list, looked through dozens of books and manuals, wrote many, many little
snippets of Perl code, and drank many, many cans of Diet Coke and Pepsi. I even had an
occasional epiphany as I discovered very basic things about Perl that I had never realized I was
missing. After a while, a manuscript emerged.This book is my attempt to share with the rest of
you some of the fun and stimulation that I experienced while learning the power of Perl. I
certainly appreciate you taking the time to read it, and I hope that you will find it useful and
enjoyable.—Joseph N. HallChandler, Arizona1998AcknowledgmentsFor the second
editionSeveral people have helped us bring about the second edition by reading parts of the
manuscript in progress and pointing out errors or adding things we hadn’t considered. We’d like
to thank Abigail, Patrick Abi Salloum, Sean Blanton, Kent Cowgill, Bruce Files, Mike Fraggasi,
Jarkko Hietaniemi, Slaven Rezic, Andrew Rodland, Michael Stemle, and Sinan Ünür. In some
places, we’ve acknowledged people directly next to their contribution.Some people went much
further than casual help and took us to task for almost every character. All the mistakes you don’t
see were caught by Elliot Shank, Paul Fenwick, and Jacinta Richardson. Anything left over is our
fault: our cats must have walked on our keyboards when we weren’t looking.—Joseph N. Hall,
Joshua A. McAdams, and brian d foyFrom the first editionThis book was hard to write. I think
mostly I made it hard on myself, but it would have been a lot harder had I not had help from a
large cast of programmers, authors, editors, and other professionals, many of whom contributed
their time for free or at grossly inadequate rates that might as well have been for free. Everyone
who supported me in this effort has my appreciation and heartfelt thanks.Chip Salzenberg and
Andreas “MakeMaker” König provided a number of helpful and timely fixes to Perl bugs and
misbehaviors that would have complicated the manuscript. It’s hard to say enough about Chip.
I’ve spent a little time mucking about in the Perl source code. I hold him in awe.Many other
members of the Perl 5 Porters list contributed in one way or another, either directly or indirectly.
Among the most obviously helpful and insightful were Jeffrey Friedl, Chaim Frenkel, Tom
Phoenix, Jon Orwant (of The Perl Journal), and Charlie Stross.Randal Schwartz, author,
instructor, and “Just Another Perl Hacker,” was my primary technical reviewer. If you find any
mistakes, e-mail him. (Just kidding.) Many thanks to Randal for lending his time and thought to
this book.Thanks also to Larry Wall, the creator of Perl, who has answered questions and
provided comments on a number of topics.I’ve been very lucky to work with Addison-Wesley on
this project. Everyone I’ve had contact with has been friendly and has contributed in some
significant way to the forward progress of this project. I would like to extend particular thanks to



Kim Fryer, Ben Ryan, Carol Nelson, and Keith Wollman.A number of other people have
contributed comments, inspiration, and/or moral support. My friends Nick Orlans, Chris Ice, and
Alan Piszcz trudged through several revisions of the incomplete manuscript. My current and
former employers Charlie Horton, Patrick Reilly, and Larry Zimmerman have been a constant
source of stimulation and encouragement.Although I wrote this book from scratch, some of it by
necessity parallels the description of Perl in the Perl man pages as well as Programming Perl.
There are only so many ways to skin a cat. I have tried to be original and creative, but in some
cases it was hard to stray from the original description of the language.Many thanks to Jeff
Gong, for harassing The Phone Company and keeping the T-1 alive. Jeff really knows how to
keep his customers happy.Many thanks to the sport of golf for keeping me sane and providing
an outlet for my frustrations. It’s fun to make the little ball go. Thanks to Master of Orion and
Civilization II for much the same reasons.Most of all, though, I have to thank Donna, my
soulmate and fiancée, and also one heck of a programmer. This book would not have come into
being without her seemingly inexhaustible support, patience, and love.—Joseph N.
Hall1998About the AuthorsJoseph N. Hall, a self-professed “computer whiz kid,” grew up with a
TI programmable calculator and a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 1 with 4K RAM. He taught his
first computer class at the age of 14. Joseph holds a B.S. in computer science from North
Carolina State University and has programmed for a living since 1984. He has worked in UNIX
and C since 1987 and has been working with Perl since 1993. His interests include software
tools and programming languages, piano and electronic keyboards, and golf.Joshua A.
McAdams has been an active member of the Perl community for nearly five years. He is the
voice of Perlcast, hosted two YAPC::NAs in Chicago, conducts meetings for Chicago.pm, has
spoken about Perl at conferences around the world, and is a CPAN (Comprehensive Perl
Archive Network) author. Though this is his first book, he has authored Perl articles for The Perl
Review and the Perl Advent Calendar. For a day job, Josh has the privilege to work at Google,
where his day-to-day development doesn’t always involve Perl, but he sneaks it in when he
can.brian d foy is the coauthor of Learning Perl, Fifth Edition (O’Reilly Media, 2008), and
Intermediate Perl (O’Reilly Media, 2006) and the author of Mastering Perl (O’Reilly Media,
2007). He established the first Perl user group, the New York Perl Mongers; publishes The Perl
Review; maintains parts of the Perl core documentation; and is a Perl trainer and
speaker.Introduction“Learning the fundamentals of a programming language is one thing;
learning how to design and write effective programs in that language is something else entirely.”
What Scott Meyers wrote in the Introduction to Effective C++ is just as true for Perl.Perl is a Very
High Level Language—a VHLL for the acronym-aware. It incorporates high-level functionality like
regular expressions, networking, and process management into a context-sensitive grammar
that is more “human,” in a way, than that of other programming languages. Perl is a better text-
processing language than any other widely used computer language, or perhaps any other
computer language, period. Perl is an incredibly effective scripting tool for UNIX administrators,
and it is the first choice of most UNIX CGI scripters worldwide. Perl also supports object-oriented



programming, modular software, cross-platform development, embedding, and extensibility.Is
this book for you?We assume that you already have some experience with Perl. If you’re looking
to start learning Perl, you might want to wait a bit before tackling this book. Our goal is to make
you a better Perl programmer, not necessarily a new Perl programmer.This book isn’t a definitive
reference, although we like to think that you’d keep it on your desktop. Many of the topics we
cover can be quite complicated and we don’t go into every detail. We try to give you the basics
of the concepts that should satisfy most situations, but also serve as a starting point for further
research if you need more. You will still need to dive into the Perl documentation and read some
of the books we list in Appendix A.There is a lot to learn about PerlOnce you have worked your
way through an introductory book or class on Perl, you have learned to write what Larry Wall,
Perl’s creator, fondly refers to as “baby talk.” Perl baby talk is plain, direct, and verbose. It’s not
bad—you are allowed and encouraged to write Perl in whatever style works for you.You may
reach a point where you want to move beyond plain, direct, and verbose Perl toward something
more succinct and individualistic. This book is written for people who are setting off down that
path. Effective Perl Programming endeavors to teach you what you need to know to become a
fluent and expressive Perl programmer. This book provides several different kinds of advice to
help you on your way.• Knowledge, or perhaps, “Perl trivia.” Many complex tasks in Perl have
been or can be reduced to extremely simple statements. A lot of learning to program effectively
in Perl entails acquiring an adequate reservoir of experience and knowledge about the “right”
ways to do things. Once you know good solutions, you can apply them to your own problems.
Furthermore, once you know what good solutions look like, you can invent your own and judge
their “rightness” accurately.• How to use CPAN. The Comprehensive Perl Archive Network is
modern Perl’s killer feature. With over 5 gigabytes of Perl source code, major frameworks, and
interfaces to popular libraries, you can accomplish quite a bit with work that people have already
done. CPAN makes common tasks even easier with Perl. As with any language, your true skill is
your ability to leverage what has already been done.• How to solve problems. You may already
have good analytical or debugging skills from your work in another programming language. This
book teaches you how to beat your problems using Perl by showing you a lot of problems and
their Perl solutions. It also teaches you how to beat the problems that Perl gives you, by showing
how to efficiently create and improve your programs.• Style. This book shows you idiomatic Perl
style, primarily by example. You learn to write more succinct and elegant Perl. If succinctness
isn’t your goal, you at least learn to avoid certain awkward constructs. You also learn to evaluate
your efforts and those of others.• How to grow further. This book doesn’t cover everything you
need to know. Although we do call it a book on advanced Perl, not a whole lot of advanced Perl
can fit between its covers. A real compendium of advanced Perl would require thousands of
pages. What this book is really about is how you can make yourself an advanced Perl
programmer—how you can find the resources you need to grow, how to structure your learning
and experiments, and how to recognize that you have grown.We intend this as a thought-
provoking book. There are subtleties to many of the examples. Anything really tricky we explain,



but some other points that are simple are not always obvious. We leave those to stand on their
own for your further reflection. Sometimes we focus on one aspect of the example code and
ignore the surrounding bits, but we try to make those as simple as possible. Don’t be alarmed if
you find yourself puzzling something out for a while. Perl is an idiosyncratic language, and in
many ways is very different from other programming languages you may have used. Fluency and
style come only through practice and reflection. While learning is hard work, it is also enjoyable
and rewarding.The world of PerlPerl is a remarkable language. It is, in our opinion, the most
successful modular programming environment.In fact, Perl modules are the closest things to the
fabled “software ICs” (that is, the software equivalent of integrated circuits, components that can
be used in various applications without understanding all of their inner workings) that the
software world has seen. There are many reasons for this, one of the most important being that
there is a centralized, coordinated module repository, CPAN, which reduces the amount of
energy wasted on competing, incompatible implementations of functionality. See Appendix A for
more resources.Perl has a minimal but sufficient modular and object-oriented programming
framework. The lack of extensive access-control features in the language makes it possible to
write code with unusual characteristics in a natural, succinct form. It seems to be a natural law of
software that the most-useful features are also the ones that fit existing frameworks most poorly.
Perl’s skeletal approach to “rules and regulations” effectively subverts this law.Perl provides
excellent cross-platform compatibility. It excels as a systems administration tool on UNIX
because it hides the differences between different versions of UNIX to the greatest extent
possible. Can you write cross-platform shell scripts? Yes, but with extreme difficulty. Most mere
mortals should not attempt such things. Can you write cross-platform Perl scripts? Yes, easily.
Perl also ports reasonably well between its UNIX birthplace and other platforms, such as
Windows, VMS, and many others.As a Perl programmer, you have some of the best support in
the world. You have complete access to the source code for all the modules you use, as well as
the complete source code to the language itself. If picking through the code for bugs isn’t your
speed, you have online support available via the Internet 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If free
support isn’t your style, you can also buy commercial support.Finally, you have a language that
dares to be different. Perl is fluid. At its best, in the presence of several alternative
interpretations, Perl does what you mean (sometimes seen as DWIM, “do what I mean”). A scary
thought, perhaps, but it’s an indication of true progress in computing, something that reaches
beyond mere cycles, disk space, and RAM.TerminologyIn general, the terminology used with
Perl isn’t so different than that used to describe other programming languages. However, there
are a few terms with slightly peculiar meanings. Also, as Perl has evolved, some terminology has
faded from fashion and some new terminology has arisen.In general, the name of the language
is Perl, with a capital P, and perl is the name of the program that compiles and runs your source.
Unless we are specifically referring to the interpreter, we default to using the capitalized
version.An operator in Perl is a nonparenthesized syntactical construct. (The arguments to an
operator may, of course, be contained in parentheses.) A list operator, in particular, is an



identifier followed by a list of elements separated by commas:A function in Perl is an identifier
followed by a pair of parentheses that completely encloses the arguments:Now, you may have
just noticed a certain similarity between list operators and functions. In fact, in Perl, there is no
difference other than the syntax used. We will generally use the term “operator” when we refer to
Perl builtins like print and open, but may use “function” occasionally. There is no particular
difference in meaning.The proper way to refer to a subroutine written in Perl is just subroutine. Of
course, “function,” “operator,” and even “procedure” will make acceptable literary stand-ins. Note
that Perl’s use of “function” isn’t the same as the mathematical definition, and some computer
scientists may shudder at Perl’s abuse of the term.All Perl methods are really subroutines that
conform to certain conventions. These conventions are neither required nor recognized by Perl.
However, it is appropriate to use phrases like “call a method,” since Perl has a special method-
call syntax that is used to support object-oriented programming. A good way of defining the
(somewhat elusive) difference is that a method is a subroutine that the author intends you to call
via method-call syntax.A Perl identifier is a “C symbol”—a letter or underscore followed by one
or more letters, digits, or underscores. Identifiers are used to name Perl variables. Perl variables
are identifiers combined with the appropriate punctuation, as in $a or &func.Although not strictly
in keeping with the usage in the internals of Perl, we use the term keyword to refer to the small
number of identifiers in Perl that have distinctive syntactical meanings—for example, if and while.
Other identifiers that have ordinary function or operator syntax, such as print and oct, we call
built-ins, if anything.An lvalue (pronounced “ell value”) is a value that can appear on the lefthand
side of an assignment statement. This is the customary meaning of the term; however, there are
some unusual constructs that act as lvalues in Perl, such as the substr operator.Localizing a
variable means creating a separate scope for it that applies through the end of the enclosing
block or file. Special variables must be localized with the local operator. You can localize ordinary
variables with either my or local (see Item 43 in Chapter 4). This is an unfortunate legacy of Perl,
and Larry Wall wishes he had used another name for local, but life goes on. We say “localize
with my” when it makes a difference.NotationIn this book we use Joseph’s PEGS (PErl Graphical
Structures) notation to illustrate data structures. It should be mostly self-explanatory, but here is
a brief overview.Variables are values with names. The name appears in a sideways “picket”
above the value. A scalar value is represented with a single rectangular box:Arrays and lists
have a similar graphical representation. Values are shown in a stack with a thick bar on top:A
hash is represented with a stack of names next to a stack of corresponding values:References
are drawn with dots and arrows as in those LISP diagrams from days of yore:That’s all there is to
the basics.Perl stylePart of what you should learn from this book is a sense of good Perl
style.Style is, of course, a matter of preference and debate. We won’t pretend to know or
demonstrate The One True Style, but we hope to show readers one example of contemporary,
efficient, effective Perl style. Sometimes our style is inconsistent when that aids readability. Most
of our preference comes from the perlstyle documentation.The fact that the code appears in a
book affects its style somewhat. We’re limited in line lengths, and we don’t want to write overly



long programs that stretch across several pages. Our examples can’t be too verbose or boring—
each one has to make one or two specific points without unnecessary clutter. Therefore, you will
find some deviations from good practice.In some examples, we want to highlight certain points
and de-emphasize others. In some code, we use ... to stand in for code that we’ve left out.
Assume that the ... stands for real code that should be there. (Curiously, by the time this book
hits the bookstores, that ... should also be compilable Perl. Perl 5.12 introduces the “yadda
yadda” operator, which compiles just fine, but produces a run time error when you try to execute
it. It’s a nice way to stub out code.)Some examples need certain versions of Perl. Unless we
specify otherwise, the code should run under Perl 5.8, which is an older but serviceable version.
If we use a Perl 5.10 feature, we start the example with a line that notes the version (see Item 2
in Chapter 1):We also ignore development versions of Perl, where the minor version is an odd
number, such as 5.009 and 5.011. We note the earliest occurrence of features in the first stable
version of Perl that introduces it.Not everything runs cleanly under warnings or strict (Item 3). We
advise all Perl programmers to make use of both of these regularly. However, starting all the
examples with those declarations may distract from our main point, so we leave them off. Where
appropriate, we try to be strict clean, but plucking code out of bigger examples doesn’t always
make that practical.We generally minimize punctuation (Item 18). We’re not keen on “Perl golf,”
where people reduce their programs to as few characters as they can. We just get rid of the
unnecessary characters and use more whitespace so the important bits stand out and the
scaffolding fades into the background.Finally, we try to make the examples meaningful. Not
every example can be a useful snippet, but we try to include as many pieces of real-world code
as possible.OrganizationThe first two chapters generally present material in order of increasing
complexity. Otherwise, we tend to jump around quite a bit. Use the table of contents and the
index, and keep the Perl documentation close at hand (perhaps by visiting ).We reorganized the
book for the second edition. Appendix B shows a mapping from Items in the first edition to Items
in this edition. We split some first-edition Items into many new ones and expanded them; some
we combined; and some we left out, since their topics are well covered in other books. Appendix
A contains a list of additional resources we think you should consider.The book doesn’t really
stop when you get to the end. We’re going to keep going at . There you can find more news
about the book, some material we left out, material we didn’t have time to finish for the book, and
other Perl goodies.1. The Basics of PerlIf you are experienced in other languages but new to
Perl, you are probably still discovering Perl’s idiosyncrasies. This section deals with some of
those idiosyncrasies. In particular, it addresses those that can bedevil newly minted Perl
programmers who are still attuned to other languages.For example, you should already know
that a Perl variable is generally made up of some mark of punctuation like $ or @ followed by an
identifier. But do you know whether different types of variables with the same name, such as $a
and @a, are completely independent of one another? They are (see Item 5 in this chapter).You
should know that @a is an array, but do you know the difference between $a[$i] and @a[$i]? The
latter is a slice (Item 9).You should know that the number 0 is false, and that the empty string, '',



is false, but do you know whether the string consisting of a single space, ' ', is false? It’s true
(Item 7).Perl has many other interesting quirks that reflect its heritage of stealing the best from
many other languages, with the addition of some uncommon ideas from its linguist creator, Larry
Wall. Once you start to think as Perl thinks, however, these quirks make much more sense.If you
are an experienced Perl programmer, these basic items will be mostly review for you. However,
you may find some interesting details that you haven’t caught before, or perhaps other ways to
explain concepts to your colleagues.Item 1. Find the documentation for Perl and its modulesPerl
comes with a lot of documentation—more than you’d ever want to put on paper. You’d use a
couple of reams of paper and a lot of toner to print it all. We lost count after the documentation
got to be around 2,000 pages (on our virtual printer, so no trees harmed).There is a huge
amount of useful information in the documentation files, so it pays to be able to read them, but
even more than that, to find information in them. Part of the ability to find what you need is
knowledge, and part of it is tools.The perldoc readerThe perldoc command searches the Perl
tree for Perl modules (.pm) with embedded documentation, documentation-only .pod files (Item
82), and installed Perl programs. The perldoc command formats and displays the documentation
it finds. To start, read perldoc’s own documentation:In general, you give perldoc the name of the
documentation page you want to read. The perltoc is the table of contents that shows you all of
the page names:You might be interested in perlsyn, the page that discusses general Perl
syntax:If you want to read about Perl built-ins, you look in perlfunc:You should read through
perlfunc at least once just to see all that Perl has to offer. You don’t have to remember
everything, but you might later remember that Perl has a built-in to, say, interact with the /etc/
passwd file even if you don’t remember what that built-in is called. You’ll also notice that it’s
extremely annoying to scroll through the output to find the builtin that you need. If you know the
built-in that you want to read about, specify it along with the -f switch, which pulls out just the part
for that function:You can also read module documentation with perldoc; just give it the module
name:If you wonder where that module is installed, you can use the -l (letter ell) switch to get the
file location:If you want to see the raw source, use the -m switch:The Perl documentation comes
with several FAQ files that answer many common questions. You can read through them online,
but perldoc also has a nice feature to search them with the -q switch. If you wanted to find
answers that deal with random numbers, for example, you can try:Online documentationAs we
write this, is the best site for Perl documentation. It contains the core documentation that comes
with the last several versions Perl as HTML and PDF, and it’s smart enough to remember
documentation that you’ve looked at before.That site doesn’t have all of the module
documentation files, though. You can read those online at CPAN Search () or Kobes’s Search (),
both of which give you a Web interface to CPAN. Some people find this documentation so
convenient that they’ll read it before they check their local systems.CPAN Search is especially
useful in that it provides “Other tools,” a link that you’ll find on each module page. One of those
tools is a grep-like feature that lets you search the documentation inside a single distribution.
That can be quite handy for tracking down the file giving you an error message, for



instance.AnnoCPAN () is another site for module documentation. On this site, any person can
annotate the docs, leaving notes for the module authors or other people. This is especially
handy when the documentation is missing information or has incorrect or incomplete
information.Local documentationYou can get some of the features of CPAN Search on your local
system. The CPAN::Mini::Webserver provides a way to browse your MiniCPAN (Item 66). If you
run an Apache Web server, the Apache::Perldoc module can act as your Web front end to the
perldoc command.The Pod::POM::Web module can also let you browse your local
documentation. You can set it up under Apache as a mod_perl handler, as a CGI script, or as its
own Web server:% perl -MPod::POM::Web -e "Pod::POM::Web->server"Things to remember•
Use perldoc to read Perl’s documentation.• Read uninstalled-module documentation on the
Web.• Set up a local documentation server to read local documentation with your Web
browser.Item 2. Enable new Perl features when you need themStarting with Perl 5.10, you must
explicitly enable new features. This ensures that the latest release of Perl can be backward
compatible while at the same time letting people start new work using all of the latest nifty
features.For instance, Perl 5.10 adds a say built-in that is just like print except that it adds the
trailing newline for you. Not only is your string a couple of characters shorter, but you don’t have
to double-quote the string just for the newline:If someone had already created their own say,
their program might break if they run it with Perl 5.10 using the now built-in with the same name.
Fortunately, Perl doesn’t enable new features by default:If you want the new features, you can
enable them with the new -E switch. It’s just like the -e that lets you specify your program text on
the command line, but it also brings in the all of the latest features for your version of Perl:You
can also enable the features inside the program text. With the use directive followed by a Perl
version, not only do you ensure that people run your program with a compatible version (Item
83), but you also enable the new features for that version:Starting with Perl 5.12, you can
automatically turn on strictures (Item 3) by requiring that version or later:Whenever we want to
use features specific to a version of Perl, we’ll include a similar line in the example to let you
know.Another way to pull in features is with the feature pragma, also introduced with Perl 5.10.
You can give it a “feature bundle” to tell it which set of features to enable:You might not want to
enable every new feature. You can control which new features you use with the feature pragma.
For instance, you can limit feature to activating only switch and say:It’s odd that you import
switch although Perl’s version of that idea uses the keywords given-when (Item 24). It’s a
holdover from C jargon.Things to remember• Starting with Perl 5.10, explicitly enable new
features if you want to use them.• Use the -E command-line switch to enable all new features.•
Use the use VERSION sequence to require at least that version of Perl and enable all new
features as of that version.Item 3. Enable strictures to promote better codingPerl is, by default, a
very permissive language. You can quickly throw together some statements with a minimum of
fuss. Perl takes care of most of the details with as little typing from you as possible. It’s a
feature.That permissiveness, however, isn’t so attractive a feature for larger programs where
you’d like Perl to help you manage your coding. The strict pragma makes Perl much less



permissive. In all of your Perl files, add this line:If you are using Perl 5.12 or later, you can
automatically enable strictures by requiring that version or later (Item 2):use 5.012; # use strict
enabled automaticallyBy enabling strictures, you’ve just caught most of the common errors that
programmers make. Most of the rest you can catch with warnings (Item 99). These features
might be annoying for a couple of weeks, but bit by bit your coding will improve, and strict will
become less-and-less annoying until you don’t even realize that it is there.If you’re translating
legacy code that is not strict-safe, you might start by enabling it on the command line to see all
of the errors before you commit to it:There are three parts to strictures: vars, subs, and refs.
Normally you use all three of them together, but we will cover them separately.Declare your
variablesMisspellings are an all-too-common source of errors in Perl programs. You put your
data in one variable, but then use the wrong variable name later. In the following example, you
read into @temp but then try to iterate through @tmp. You’re puzzled that you don’t see any
output, and no matter how much you look at the source, you can’t see the problem:The strict
vars pragma catches and prevents such errors by making you declare all of your variables in
some fashion. There are three ways you can declare a variable. You can declare it with my or
our:Use the full package specification:Or list variables in use vars:You never have to declare the
special variables—$_, %ENV, and so on. Additionally, strict ignores the global versions of $a
and $b, which are special for sort (Item 22). Any other variable that Perl sees triggers a fatal error
at compile time.Be careful with barewordsPerl’s default treatment of identifiers with no other
interpretation as strings (sometimes called “poetry mode”) is another potential source of errors
that are hard to spot by visual inspection. Can you spot the error in the following code?The
subscript i, which should have been $i, is interpreted as the string “i”, which is interpreted in this
context to have a numeric value of 0. Thus, the contents of $a[0] are printed ten times. Using
strict 'subs' turns off poetry mode and generates errors for inappropriately used identifiers:The
strict 'subs' pragma gets along with the sanctioned forms of bareword quoting—alone inside
hash-key braces, or to the left of the fat arrow:Avoid soft referencesThe strict refs pragma
disables soft references (Item 58). Soft references aren’t often a source of bugs, but they aren’t a
widely used feature either. They happen when you try to dereference something that is really a
string. Without strictures, Perl uses the value in the string as the name of the variable:Things to
remember• By default, Perl is a very permissive programming language.• Don’t make Perl guess
what you mean when you can be explicit.• Enable strict to let Perl catch common programming
problems.Item 4. Understand what sigils are telling youSigils are those funny characters you see
at the fronts of Perl variable names and in dereferencing, and are often the source of people’s
confusion about Perl syntax. Programmers confuse themselves because they guess at what
sigils tell them, read incorrect guesses about them on mailing lists, or have learned Perl from a
tarot-card reader. People are afraid of them when, in reality, sigils are their best friends.The sigil
is only very loosely related to the variable type itself. In fact, you don’t even need to have a
variable. Don’t think of them as variable type indicators at all.The $ means you are working with
a single value, which can be a scalar variable or a single element accessed in an array or



hash:The @ means you are working with multiple values, so you’ll use it with arrays or hashes,
since they are the only collection types Perl has:The % sign is a bit special. It means you’re
treating something as a hash, and there is only one variable type and access method that can
act as a hash, which is the whole hash itself:%hashPerl also has sigils for subroutines (&) and
typeglobs (*), but they are used only for those types, so we won’t bother with them here.Now
that you know not to use sigils to recognize variable types, how do you know what sort of
variable you’re looking at? There are three factors to consider: the sigil, the identifier, and
possible indexing syntax for arrays or hashes. You can see all three in a single-element access
to an array:The sigil is $, the identifier is name, and the indexing is [3]. You know that the variable
is name, and you know that it’s an array variable because that’s the only type that uses [ ] for
indexing. You do the same thing for hashes:You know that you are working with a hash variable
because you use the { } for indexing and because you use a string for the index. The $ tells you
only that this variable contains a single element from the hash.If you don’t see a single-element
access, you can determine the variable type by looking at the sigil:You also use sigils to
dereference anonymous scalars, arrays, and hashes. You use the same rules to figure out the
reference type (Item 59).Things to remember• Sigils relate to the data, not necessarily the
variable type.• The $ indicates a single element.• The @ indicates a list of elements.Item 5.
Know your variable namespacesThere are seven separate kinds of package variables or
variable-like elements in Perl: scalar variables, array variables, hash variables, subroutine
names, format names, filehandles, and directory handles.Each of these different kinds of
package variables has its own namespace. Changing the value of one kind of variable does not
in any way affect the value of another kind of variable with the same name. For example, the
scalar variable $a is independent of the array variable @a:Also, each package in a Perl program
defines its own set of namespaces. For example, $a in package main is independent of $a in
package foo:You have to look to the right as well as the left of an identifier, as Perl does, to
determine what kind of variable the identifier refers to. For example, the syntax for accessing
single elements of arrays and hashes begins with $, not @ or %. The $ means that the result is a
scalar value, not that you are referring to a scalar variable (Item 4):Not all variable-like items in
Perl are prefixed with punctuation characters. Subroutine names can be prefixed with
ampersand (&), but the ampersand is generally optional. The parentheses around subroutine
arguments can also be omitted in some cases, as in the following example.Define a subroutine
named “hi” to see the different ways you can call it:You can call the subroutine using the “old-
style” syntax, including the ampersand and the parentheses:This style isn’t seen as often in new
code. Instead, you’ll see subroutines called with only parentheses:The parentheses give perl
enough information to know that hi is a subroutine. If hi has been declared or defined before you
use it, even the parentheses are optional:print hi "Fred";Filehandles, format names, and
directory handles are not prefixed with punctuation characters, but are recognized in context.
The filehandle, directory handle, and format name are independent of one another, even though
they are all named TEST:If this seems like it can get confusing, it can. Luckily, it is now common



for people to store filehandles and directory handles in objects, thanks to IO::File and
IO::Dir.Things to remember• Each variable type has its own namespace.• Different types of
variables with the same name don’t affect each other.• Variables in different packages can have
the same name but not affect each other.Item 6. Know the difference between string and
numeric comparisonsPerl has two completely different sets of comparison operators, one for
comparing strings and one for comparing numbers. It’s worthwhile to know the difference and to
keep them straight, since using the wrong comparison operator can be a source of hard-to-find
bugs.The operators used to compare strings use letters and look like words, or like FORTRAN.
Strings are compared character-by-character—that is, by comparing the values of the
characters in the strings (or by the current locale, if you have use locale), including case,
spaces, and the like:Numeric comparison operators use punctuation and look like algebra, or
like C:String-comparison operators should not be used for comparing numbers since they don’t
compare numbers properly (unless your definition of “properly” puts “10” before “2”). The same
applies for numeric operators used to compare strings:The kind of mistake this leads to is
conditionals that are true when you don’t want them to be since both operands turn into
numbers:Perl’s sort operator uses string comparisons by default. Don’t use string comparisons
to sort numbers (Item 22)!One way around the confusion of eq and == is to avoid both of them.
Instead of getting it right, let Perl think about it for you by using the smart match operator, ~~
(Item 23). It looks on either side and figures out what to do. It also uses the idea of “numish”
strings—strings that look like numbers.These comparisons are really numeric comparisons
because the smart match sees a number on the righthand side, or it sees a number on the
lefthand side and a numish string on the righthand side, causing the comparison to be
performed with the == operator:Otherwise, the smart match will make a string comparison using
the eq operator:This can be a little tricky. Numish strings on both sides are still a string
comparison (eq operator):You need to be careful when you use variables with smart match,
since their history in the program matters. If you previously did something to $var to trigger a
conversion (Item 8), you might get unexpected results as the smart match chooses the wrong
comparison type. In the following cases, you start with a string but convert it to a number by
using it with a numeric operator, forcing a numeric comparison with the == operator:However, if
you start with a number but make it into a string, Perl sees it only as a string and forces eq
semantics on it.Things to remember• Remember that strings and numbers compare and sort
differently.• Use the letter comparison operators to compare strings.• Use the symbol
comparison operators to compare numbers.Item 7. Know which values are false and test them
accordinglySince numeric and string data in Perl have the same scalar type, and since Boolean
operations can be applied to any scalar value, Perl’s test for logical truth has to work for both
numbers and strings.The basic test is this: 0, '0', undef, and '' (the empty string) are false.
Everything else is true.More precisely, when you use a quantity in Boolean context (a term
sometimes used to refer to conditionals in control expressions, such as the ?: operator, ||, and
&&), it is first converted to a string (Item 8). Perl then tests the string result. If the result is the



empty string, or a string consisting exactly of the single character '0', the result is false.
Otherwise, the result is true. Note that this rule means that undef will evaluate as false, since it
always looks like 0 or the empty string to everything except the defined operator.This generally
works very well. If problems arise, it’s probably because you tested a quantity to see if it is false
when really you should have tested to see if it is defined:That glob works well almost all of the
time. Each time through the loop, the glob('*') produces another filename from the current
directory, which goes into $file. Once glob has gone through all the filenames in the directory, it
returns undef, which appears to be the empty string and therefore false, causing the while loop
to terminate.There is one problem, though. If there is a file named 0 in the current directory, it
also appears to be false, causing the loop to terminate early. To avoid this, use the defined
operator to test specifically for undef:The situation is exactly the same for the line-input operator,
<>, although Perl does this for you automatically. It looks like you’re testing the line from STDIN
in this while:However, this is a special case in which Perl automatically converts to check $_ for
definedness:You can verify this for yourself with B::Deparse, which undoes the result of perl’s
compilation so you can see what it thought of your code:If you want to use another variable to
hold the line you just read, you have to do the defined check yourself:The end of the arrayThe
mere fact that an array element is not defined doesn’t mean that you’ve gone beyond the bounds
of the array. Normally, Perl is very tolerant of out-of-bounds accesses that make other languages
cranky:It’s perfectly fine to have an undef value in the middle of an array, too:You don’t want to
use the value to decide whether you have gone through each element of the array:Instead,
ensure that you go through all of the elements by using foreach, and skip those that aren’t
defined:If you need to know the last element of the array, don’t look for undef values. The $#cats
syntax gives you the last element.Hash valuesYou may also need to use a different testing
strategy to check whether an element is present inside a hash, as undef is a perfectly
acceptable value in a hash. Suppose %hash is undefined to start. Checking for the key foo
results in false as a value, with defined, and with exists:Once you assign to a key, even with a
false or undefined value, the key exists:Assigning a defined value, even if it is false, makes the
value defined:Before you test hash-element access, figure out what you really want to test.
There isn’t one right answer; it depends on how you want to handle the value.Things to
remember• There are four false values: undef, '', 0, and '0'.• Everything other than the four false
values is true.• Ensure you test for the type of value that you want, not just truth.Item 8.
Understand conversions between strings and numbersPerl’s scalar variables can contain either
string or numeric data. They can also contain both at the same time, usually as the result of
converting string data to a number, or vice versa.Perl automatically converts values from
numeric to string representation, or vice versa, as required. For example, if a string appears next
to a numeric operator like +, Perl converts the string value to a number before proceeding with
the arithmetic. If a number is the object of a pattern match, Perl first converts the number to a
string.Places where Perl expects strings are called string contexts, and places where Perl
expects numbers are called numeric contexts. These are nice terms to know, but we won’t use



them very often in this book, since it rarely makes any real difference.The function Perl uses to
convert numbers to strings is the C standard library’s sprintf() with a format of "%.20g". If you
need to use a particular format, use Perl’s sprintf:my $n = sprintf "%10.4e", 3.1415927; #
"3.1416e+00"The function used for converting strings to numbers is the C standard library’s
atof(). Any leading white space is ignored. Perl uses whatever leading part of the string appears
number-like and ignores the rest. Perl converts anything that doesn’t look like a number to 0. For
example:The conversion process does not recognize octal or hexadecimal. Use the oct operator
to convert octal or hexadecimal strings:When Perl automatically converts a number to a string or
vice versa, it keeps both representations until the value of the variable is changed.Strings and
numbers at the same timeUsually, it does not matter whether a variable contains a string or a
numeric value, but there are a few occasions when it does. For example, the bitwise numeric
operators act on the whole numeric value if applied to a number, but character-wise if applied to
a string:You can see this at work with the Devel::Peek module. Start with a string that has a value
that partially converts to a number, and then use it in a numerical operation (without changing
it):The Dump output shows you what Perl is tracking. Although we’re not going to get into Perl
internals, you can see that before the conversion, Perl has a PV slot where it stores the actual
string value. After the conversion, it also has IV and NV slots where it stores the converted
numeric value:The error variable $! is an example of a variable with a “magic” property. It returns
the value of the system variable errno when it is used in a numeric context, but it returns the
string from the perror() function (or some equivalent for your system) in a string context:This
issue also affects the smart match operator (Item 23) that is implicitly used by given-when (Item
24). Since the smart match guesses what sort of comparison it needs to do, it might make
unexpected choices. In this example, you test two strings using the smart match operator,
expecting that it will match only the same string:The output shows that the strings match only
exactly themselves:137 matches '137' 137 matches ' 137'However, a slight modification to the
program changes the results. If you use the string in an arithmetic expression, even without
changing the string explicitly, the smart match does a numeric comparison instead of a string
comparison:Now you get more matches than you expect:137 matches '137'137 matches '
137' 137 matches '137' 137 matches ' 137'Create your own dualvarYou don’t need to use Perl’s
internal conversion to create “dualvars”—variables that have different string and numeric values
depending on context. Here’s a subroutine that returns both a numeric error code and an error
string, all in one normal scalar value:The variable $return_value keeps its distinct numeric and
string values until you change it. However, now that you know this, don’t start using it
everywhere. Save it for very special situations, like impressing people at conferences and
cocktail parties.Things to remember• Perl uses a scalar as a string or number based on
context.• Perl converts a string to a number using its best guess.• If a string doesn’t look like a
number, Perl converts it to 0.Item 9. Know the difference between lists and arraysLists and
arrays are different things. If you can recognize when you have one or the other, along with the
rules that apply to each, you’ll be far ahead of most people (and even most Perl books, for that



matter). Some of the most powerful idioms in Perl depend on this difference.A list is an ordered
collection of scalars. You can construct lists yourself, get them as return values from built-ins and
subroutines, or extract them from other lists.An array is a variable that contains a list, but isn’t the
list itself. It’s a container for the list.Part of the confusion comes from a shared syntax. You can
extract single elements from both a list and an array using the same syntax:You can also slice
both a list and an array with the same syntax:The comma operatorAlthough you can have an
array, which is a variable, in a scalar context, there’s no such thing as a list in scalar context. If
you use an array in a scalar context, you get the number of elements in the array:A list is always
only a list. It has no scalar interpretation. Consider how you construct a list. You separate a
series of scalars with the comma operator (yes, it’s an operator):Is that a list? Well, you really
don’t know yet. You have to use that series of scalars in an expression that expects a list.
Assigning it to an array or using it in a foreach loop provides a list context:(The qw() quoting
doesn’t change anything. It’s just a syntactic shortcut.)What if you assign the same literal text to
a scalar variable? Do you have a list then? What shows up in $scalar?Many people guess that
$scalar gets the value 3 because they think they have a three-item list. But they don’t have a list
on the righthand side; they have a series of scalars separated by the comma operator. The
comma operator in scalar context returns its rightmost element. Perl assigns the value Roscoe to
$scalar.People mess up this concept because they test it incorrectly. What’s a common list to
try?In this case, the number of scalars on the righthand side just happens to be the same as the
last element on the righthand side, but you still do not have a list.Assignment in list
contextAnother dark corner of Perl is the assignment operator. Most people think they
understand it, but don’t realize that it has a result just like any other operator. In list context, the
assignment operator returns the number of elements on the righthand side. It doesn’t assign
that; it’s just the return value, which hardly anyone ever uses for anything:my $elements = my
@array = localtime;The assignment operator is right associative, so the rightmost assignment
operator does its work first, assigning the list produced by localtime to @array. This part of the
operation has its own result that it then assigns to $elements. If you had written it with grouping
parentheses to show the order of the operation, it would look like:my $elements = ( my @array =
localtime );The rule at work is that a list assignment in scalar context returns the number of
elements on the righthand side of the assignment. It’s true; read about it in perlop. This is such
an important concept that you should read it again: A list assignment in scalar context returns
the number of elements on the righthand side.Knowing this rule, you can use it to your
advantage. If you want to count the number of elements from something that produces a list, you
first assign it to a list, then assign that to a scalar, just as in the previous localtime example.
However, since the rule is right associative, you can actually provide no elements in the list in the
middle that you are assigning to:Sometimes this is known as the goatse operator and written
without spaces so it resembles a goat’s head (or maybe something else):This comes in handy
when you want to count the number of elements a global match or a split would produce without
doing anything with those elements. You assign to the empty list to set the context, then save the



result of the assignment:my $count =()= m/(...)/g;my $count =()= split /:/, $line;Things to
remember• A list is a collection of scalars.• An array is a container variable that stores a list.•
Although many operations look the same for lists and arrays, some are different.Item 10. Don’t
assign undef when you want an empty arrayUninitialized scalar variables in Perl have the value
undef, a special value that stands for the absence of value. You can reset scalar variables to their
uninitialized state by assigning undef to them or by using the undef() function:Uninitialized array
variables, however, have the value (), the empty list. If you assign undef to an array variable,
what you actually get is a list of one element containing undef. Don’t assign undef to an array
variable! Since a single-element list evaluates to true in Perl, even if that single element is undef,
you can create some hard-to-find problems in your code:The simplest way to avoid this is to
assign the empty list () to array variables when you want to clear them:You can also use the
undef function:The defined operator is the only way to distinguish undef from 0 or the empty
string ''. The defined operator will work on any value, and will return true as long as the variable
is not undefined:You can assign undef to an element of an array, but that doesn’t change the
size of the array, it just replaces the value for a given element or set of elements, creating a
potentially sparse array:You can eat up quite a bit of memory by adding undefined values to an
array:@sparse[ 0 .. 99 ] = ();Note that undef is a perfectly reasonable element value. You cannot
shorten an array by assigning undef values to elements at the end of the array.my @a = 1 .. 10;
$a[9] = undef;print scalar(@a), "\n"; # "10"To actually shorten an array without assigning a whole
new value to it, you must use one of the array operators like pop:Or splice:Or assign to
$#array_name:As with arrays, you cannot undefine a hash by assigning undef to it. In fact,
assigning any list with an odd number of elements to a hash results in a warning message:You
can assign the empty list () to create an empty hash:Or you can use the undef operator to reset
the hash to a pristine state.As with arrays, you cannot shorten or remove elements from a hash
by assigning undef values to them. In order to remove elements from a hash you must use the
delete operator, which you can use on hash slices as well as single elements:Things to
remember• Remember that undef is a scalar value.• Don’t assign undef to an array to clear it out;
it makes a one-element list.• Use exists to check whether a key is in a hash; don’t trust its
value.Item 11. Avoid a slice when you want an elementIs @a[1] an array element or an array
slice? It’s a slice. One of the counterintuitive factors encountered by people just beginning to
learn Perl is the difference between array elements and array slices. Even after you know the
difference, it’s not hard to accidentally type @ instead of $.An introductory book or course about
Perl will typically begin by telling you that scalar variable names begin with $ and array variable
names begin with @. This is, of course, a gross oversimplification (Item 4).To access element $n
of array @a, you use the syntax $a[$n], not @a[$n]. This may seem peculiar. However, it is a
consistent syntax. Scalar values, not variables, begin with $, even when those values come from
an array or hash.Therefore, @a[$n] doesn’t mean element $n of array @a. Rather, it is something
different, called a slice. A slice is a shortcut way of accessing several elements at once. Instead
of repeating the same variable with different indexes:my @giant = qw( fee fie foe fum );my



@queue = ( $giant[1], $giant[2] );You can use a slice to accomplish the same task in a much
easier-to-read manner:You can even use an array to provide indexing:Now, @a[1] is as much a
slice as are @a[1, 2], @a[2, 10], @a[5, 3, 1], @a[3..7], and so on: @a[1] is a list, not a scalar
value. It is just a list of one element.Watch out for single-element slices. They are dangerous
critters if not used properly. A slice used in a scalar context returns the last value in the slice,
which makes single-element slices work like scalar values in some cases. For example:my $jolly
= @giant[3];Probably what was intended here was my $jolly = $giant[3]. The single-element slice
@giant[3] is still okay, sort of, since @giant[3] in a scalar context evaluates to its last (and in this
case only) element, $giant[3].Although single-element slices work somewhat like array elements
on the righthand side of assignments, they behave very differently on the lefthand side of
assignments. Since a single-element slice is a list, an assignment to a single element slice is a
list assignment, and therefore, the righthand side of the assignment is evaluated in a list
context.If you have warnings turned on (and why don’t you? Item 99), Perl warns you about this
case:Though the result of the operation is what you expected, assigning “fum” to $jolly, it was not
for the right reason. Because of this, you get a warning message that tells you that you might
have an unintended use of a slice:Lvalue slicesA slice has all the characteristics of a list of
variable names on the lefthand side of an assignment. You can even use it on the lefthand side
of an assignment expression, or in other places where lvalues are required. Using named
variables rather than a slice for a lefthand expression looks very different, but accomplishes the
same task:Unintentionally evaluating an operator in a list context can produce dramatic (and
unfortunate) results. A good example is the line-input operator, which assigned to a slice or even
assigned in list context causes the entirety of STDIN to be evaluated immediately:This reads all
the lines from standard input, assigns the first one to element 0 of @info, and ignores the rest!
Assigning <STDIN> to @info[0] evaluates <STDIN> in a list context. In a list context, <STDIN>
reads all the lines from standard input and returns them as a list.Don’t confuse slices and
elementsOne more difference between slices and elements is that the expression in the
brackets of an element access is evaluated in a scalar context, whereas for slices it is evaluated
in a list context. This leads to another example of bizarre behavior that is more difficult to
explain.Suppose you want to add a line containing 'EOF' to the end of the array @text. You could
write this as $text[@text] = 'EOF'. What if you write @text[@text] instead? You’ll end up making a
seriously wrong, but very innocent-looking, mistake:Perl interprets the array @text inside the
brackets in a list context. In a scalar context it returns the number of elements in @text, but in a
list context it returns the contents of the array itself. The result is a slice with as many elements
are there are lines.The contents of the lines are interpreted as integer indices—if they’re text
they will likely all turn out to be zero, so the slice will look like @text[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ...]. Then EOF is
assigned to the first element of the slice, and undef to all the rest, which means that this will
probably just overwrite the first element of @text with undef, leaving everything else alone.What
a mess!Get in the habit of looking for single-element slices like @a[0] in your programs. Single-
element slices are generally not what you want (though they’re handy for tricks now and then),



and a single-element slice on the lefthand side of an assignment is almost certainly wrong.
Perl::Critic (Item 112) is a tool that can help you find these cases.Slicing for fun and
profitBeginning Perl programmers generally do not (intentionally) use slices, except to select
elements from a resulting list:However, slices can be put to some pretty interesting (and weird)
uses. For example, here are two slightly different ways to reverse elements 5 through 9 of
@list:@list[ 5 .. 9 ] = reverse @list[ 5 .. 9 ];@list[ reverse 5 .. 9 ] = @list[ 5 .. 9 ];Slices provide a
handy way to swap two elements:Use slices to reorder arraysSlices are also used in sorting
(Item 22).Given two parallel arrays @uid and @name, this example sorts @name according to
the numerical contents of @uid. The sort orders the indices in @name, uses that sorted list as a
slice, then assigns the slice back to @name:@name = @name[ sort { $uid[$a] <=> $uid[$b] } 0 ..
$#name ];Although this works, it’s not a particularly nice thing to do to your coworkers.Create
hashes quickly and easilyYou can use hash slices to create hashes from two lists, to overlay the
contents of one hash onto another, and to subtract one hash from another.Creating a hash with
26 elements keyed “A” through “Z” with values of 1 through 26 is easy:@char_num{ 'A' .. 'Z' } =
1 .. 26;Overlaying all of the matching elements from an existing hash with those from a new one,
while also adding any elements that exist only in the new hash, is simple:@old{ keys %new } =
values %new;This task can be accomplished more tersely, but also less efficiently:%old =
( %old, %new );“Subtracting” one hash from another is just a matter of deleting from a hash
using a list of keys:delete @name{ keys %invalid };The preceding one-line statement replaces
the more wordy:Things to remember• Use a slice to select multiple elements from a list, array, or
hash.• Don’t use a slice when you know you need exactly one element.• Remember that an
lvalue slice imposes list context on the righthand side.Item 12. Understand context and how it
affects operationsLarry Wall, Perl’s creator, is a linguist at heart, and his creation reflects that.
Just as two people talking to each other rely on their shared context to understand the
conversation, Perl uses information about the operators to decide how to handle the data. Pay
more attention to what you are doing than what you are doing it to.You can also make your own
context-sensitive code (Item 45).Number and string contextIn Perl, context tells operations how
to treat data and evaluate expressions. Sometimes this context is completely determined by the
operator. The arithmetic operators treat data as numbers, while the string operators treat data as
strings:my $result = '123' + '345'; # 468my $result = 123 . 345; # '123456'You must use the
correct operator in comparisons (Item 6). If you try to compare numbers as strings, you can get
funny results. As a string, '12' is less than '2' because the string comparators work character-by-
character, and '1' is less than '2':if ( '12' lt '2' ) { print "12 is less than 2!\n"; }Likewise, comparing
strings with numeric comparators may give you puzzling results. As numbers, foo and bar both
convert to 0 (Item 8), so they are numerically equal:if ( 'foo' == 'bar' ) { print "Oh noes! foo is bar!
\n" }Scalar and list contextPerl enforces scalar context when the operation expects to work with
single items. It enforces list context when the operation expects to work with multiple items.The
additive operators (numeric and string) are scalar operators because they expect single items
on either side:1 + 2'foo' . 'bar'List operators expect to work with multiple elements. The print



operator takes a list of items and outputs them:print reverse( 1 .. 10 ), "\n";The while condition is
in scalar context, but the foreach condition is in list context, because that is the way they are
defined:This means that the two do different things with the line-input operator. Consider
iterating over a filehandle to process lines, stopping once you find the __END__ token. With a
while loop, you read one line per iteration, and when you are done with the loop, you can still
read another line from that filehandle:If you used foreach, you would have a problem. Since
foreach imposes list context, it reads all of STDIN, leaving no lines to read after you are done,
even though you stop the loop early:It’s normally bad form to read in lines before you need them,
so it is generally better to use while anyway.Context by assignmentThe assignment operator
supplies context. It knows whether it is going to assign to a single element or a list of elements. If
the assignment operator knows it is assigning to a list, it supplies list context to its righthand
side. All of these are list assignments:Note that a list of a single element, like my ($n), is just as
good as a list with any other number of items. It’s still a list. The parentheses around the scalars
make it a list operation even when there is a single scalar.Assigning to a bare scalar (no
surrounding parentheses on the lefthand side) supplies scalar context.my $single_line =
<STDIN>; # read only one lineThat can be really tricky sometimes. What is $n in this case?my
$n = ( 'a', 'b', 'c' ); # $n is 'c'To understand this odd result, know the difference between lists and
arrays (Item 9).Void contextThere is also a void context, in which you call a subroutine or use an
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stream.Item 54. Open filehandles to and from strings.Item 55. Make flexible output.Item 56. Use
File::Spec or Path::Class to work with paths.Item 57. Leave most of the data on disk to save
memory.Chapter 6 ReferencesItem 58. Understand references and reference syntax.Item 59.
Compare reference types to prototypes.Item 60. Create arrays of arrays with references.Item 61.
Don’t confuse anonymous arrays with list literals.Item 62. Build C-style structs with anonymous
hashes.Item 63. Be careful with circular data structures.Item 64. Use map and grep to
manipulate complex data structures.Chapter 7 CPANItem 65. Install CPAN modules without
admin privileges.Item 66. Carry a CPAN with you.Item 67. Mitigate the risk of public code.Item
68. Research modules before you install them.Item 69. Ensure that Perl can find your
modules.Item 70. Contribute to CPAN.Item 71. Know the commonly used modules.Chapter 8
UnicodeItem 72. Use Unicode in your source code.Item 73. Tell Perl which encoding to use.Item
74. Specify Unicode characters by code point or name.Item 75. Convert octet strings to
character strings.Item 76. Match Unicode characters and properties.Item 77. Work with



graphemes instead of characters.Item 78. Be careful with Unicode in your databases.Chapter 9
DistributionsItem 79. Use Module::Build as your distribution builder.Item 80. Don’t start
distributions by hand.Item 81. Choose a good module name.Item 82. Embed your
documentation with Pod.Item 83. Limit your distributions to the right platforms.Item 84. Check
your Pod.Item 85. Inline code for other languages.Item 86. Use XS for low-level interfaces and
speed.Chapter 10 TestingItem 87. Use prove for flexible test runs.Item 88. Run tests only when
they make sense.Item 89. Use dependency injection to avoid special test logic.Item 90. Don’t
require more than you need to use in your methods.Item 91. Write programs as modulinos for
easy testing.Item 92. Mock objects and interfaces to focus tests.Item 93. Use SQLite to create
test databases.Item 94. Use Test::Class for more structured testing.Item 95. Start testing at the
beginning of your project.Item 96. Measure your test coverage.Item 97. Use CPAN Testers as
your QA team.Item 98. Set up a continuous build system.Chapter 11 WarningsItem 99. Enable
warnings to let Perl spot suspicious code.Item 100. Use lexical warnings to selectively turn on or
off complaints.Item 101. Use die to generate exceptions.Item 102. Use Carp to get stack
traces.Item 103. Handle exceptions properly.Item 104. Track dangerous data with taint
checking.Item 105. Start with taint warnings for legacy code.Chapter 12 DatabasesItem 106.
Prepare your SQL statements to reuse work and save time.Item 107. Use SQL placeholders for
automatic value quoting.Item 108. Bind return columns for faster access to data.Item 109. Reuse
database connections.Chapter 13 MiscellanyItem 110. Compile and install your own perls.Item
111. Use Perl::Tidy to beautify code.Item 112. Use Perl Critic.Item 113. Use Log::Log4perl to
record your program’s state.Item 114. Know when arrays are modified in a loop.Item 115. Don’t
use regular expressions for comma-separated values.Item 116. Use unpack to process
columnar data.Item 117. Use pack and unpack for data munging.Item 118. Access the symbol
table with typeglobs.Item 119. Initialize with BEGIN; finish with END.Item 120. Use Perl one-
liners to create mini programs.Appendix A Perl ResourcesBooksWebsitesBlogs and
PodcastsGetting HelpAppendix B Map from First to Second EditionIndexForewordWhen I first
learned Perl more than a decade ago, I thought I knew the language pretty well; and indeed, I
knew the language well enough. What I didn’t know were the idioms and constructs that really
give Perl its power. While it’s perfectly possible to program without these, they represent a wealth
of knowledge and productivity that is easily missed.Luckily for me, I had acquired the first edition
of Joseph N. Hall’s Effective Perl Programming, and it wasn’t to be found in my bookshelf.
Instead, it had an almost permanent place in my bag, where I could easily peruse it whenever I
found a spare moment.Joseph’s format for Effective Perl Programming was delightfully simple:
small snippets of wisdom; easily digested. Indeed, it formed the original inspiration for our free
Perl Tips () newsletter, which continues to explore both Perl and its community.A lot can change
in a language in ten years, but even more can change in the community’s understanding of a
language over that time. Consequentially, I was delighted to hear that not only was a second
edition in the works, but that it was to be written by two of the most prominent members of the
Perl community.To say that brian is devoted to Perl is like saying that the sun’s corona is rather



warm. brian has not only literally written volumes on the language, but also publishes a
magazine (The Perl Review), manages Perl’s FAQ, and is a constant and welcome presence on
community sites devoted to both Perl and programming.Josh is best known for his efforts in
running Perlcast, which has been providing Perl news in audio form since 2005. Josh’s abilities
to consistently interview the brightest and most interesting people in the world not only make
him an ideal accumulator of knowledge, but also have me very jealous.As such, it is with great
pleasure that I have the opportunity to present to you the second edition of this book. May it help
you on your way to Perl mastery the same way the first edition did for me.—Paul
FenwickManaging DirectorPerl Training AustraliaForewordWhen I first learned Perl more than a
decade ago, I thought I knew the language pretty well; and indeed, I knew the language well
enough. What I didn’t know were the idioms and constructs that really give Perl its power. While
it’s perfectly possible to program without these, they represent a wealth of knowledge and
productivity that is easily missed.Luckily for me, I had acquired the first edition of Joseph N.
Hall’s Effective Perl Programming, and it wasn’t to be found in my bookshelf. Instead, it had an
almost permanent place in my bag, where I could easily peruse it whenever I found a spare
moment.Joseph’s format for Effective Perl Programming was delightfully simple: small snippets
of wisdom; easily digested. Indeed, it formed the original inspiration for our free Perl Tips ()
newsletter, which continues to explore both Perl and its community.A lot can change in a
language in ten years, but even more can change in the community’s understanding of a
language over that time. Consequentially, I was delighted to hear that not only was a second
edition in the works, but that it was to be written by two of the most prominent members of the
Perl community.To say that brian is devoted to Perl is like saying that the sun’s corona is rather
warm. brian has not only literally written volumes on the language, but also publishes a
magazine (The Perl Review), manages Perl’s FAQ, and is a constant and welcome presence on
community sites devoted to both Perl and programming.Josh is best known for his efforts in
running Perlcast, which has been providing Perl news in audio form since 2005. Josh’s abilities
to consistently interview the brightest and most interesting people in the world not only make
him an ideal accumulator of knowledge, but also have me very jealous.As such, it is with great
pleasure that I have the opportunity to present to you the second edition of this book. May it help
you on your way to Perl mastery the same way the first edition did for me.—Paul
FenwickManaging DirectorPerl Training AustraliaPrefaceMany Perl programmers cut their teeth
on the first edition of Effective Perl Programming. When Addison-Wesley first published it in
1998, the entire world seemed to be using Perl; the dot-com days were in full swing and anyone
who knew a little HTML could get a job as a programmer. Once they had those jobs,
programmers had to pick up some quick skills. Effective Perl Programming was likely to be one
of the books those new Perl programmers had on their desks along with the bibles of Perl,
Programming Perl1 and Learning Perl2.1. Larry Wall, Tom Christiansen, and Jon Orwant,
Programming Perl, Third Edition (Sebastopol, CA: O’Reilly Media, 2000).2. Randal L. Schwartz,
Tom Phoenix, and brian d foy, Learning Perl, Fifth Edition (Sebastopol, CA: O’Reilly Media,



2008).There were many other Perl books on the shelves back then. Kids today probably won’t
believe that you could walk into a bookstore in the U.S. and see hundreds of feet of shelf space
devoted to computer programming, and most of that seemed to be Java and Perl. Walk into a
bookstore today and the computer section might have its own corner, and each language might
have a couple of books. Most of those titles probably won’t be there in six months.Despite all
that, Effective Perl Programming hung on for over a decade. Joseph Hall’s insight and wisdom
toward the philosophy of Perl programming is timeless. After all, his book was about thinking in
Perl more than anything else. All of his advice is still good.However, the world of Perl is a lot
different than it was in 1998, and there’s a lot more good advice out there. CPAN (the
Comprehensive Perl Archive Network), which was only a few years old then, is now Perl’s killer
feature. People have discovered new and better ways to do things, and with more than a decade
of additional Perl experience, the best practices and idioms have come a long way.Since the first
edition of Effective Perl Programming, Perl has changed, too. The first edition existed during the
transition from Perl 4 to Perl 5, so people were still using their old Perl 4 habits. We’ve mostly
done away with that distinction in this edition. There is only one Perl, and it is major version 5.
(Don’t ask us about Perl 6. That’s a different book for a different time.)Modern Perl now handles
Unicode and recognizes that the world is more than just ASCII. You need to get over that hump,
too, so we’ve added an entire chapter on it. Perl might be one of the most-tested code bases, a
trend started by Michael Schwern several years ago and now part of almost every module
distribution. Gone are the days when Perlers celebrated the Wild West days of code slinging.
Now you can have rapid prototyping and good testing at the same time. If you’re working in the
enterprise arena, you’ll want to read our advice on testing. If you’re a regular-expression fiend,
you’ll want to use all of the new regex features that the latest versions of Perl provide. We’ll
introduce you to the popular ones.Perl is still growing, and new topics are always emerging.
Some topics, like Moose, the post-modern Perl object system, deserve their own books, so we
haven’t even tried to cover them here. Other topics, like POE (Perl Object Environment), object-
relational mappers, and GUI toolkits are similarly worthy, and also absent from this book. We’re
already thinking about More Effective Perl, so that might change.Finally, the library of Perl
literature is much more mature. Although we have endeavored to cover most of the stuff we think
you need to know, we’ve left out some areas that are much better covered in other books, which
we list in Appendix B. That makes space for other topics.—Joseph N. Hall, Joshua A. McAdams,
and brian d foyPreface from the first editionI used to write a lot of C and C++. My last major
project before stepping into the world of Perl full time was an interpreted language that, among
other things, drew diagrams, computed probabilities, and generated entire FrameMaker books. It
comprised over 50,000 lines of platform-independent C++ and it had all kinds of interesting
internal features. It was a fun project.It also took two years to write.It seems to me that most
interesting projects in C and/or C++ take months or years to complete. That’s reasonable, given
that part of what makes an undertaking interesting is that it is complex and time-consuming. But
it also seems to me that a whole lot of ideas that start out being mundane and uninteresting



become interesting three-month projects when they are expressed in an ordinary high-level
language.This is one of the reasons that I originally became interested in Perl. I had heard that
Perl was an excellent scripting language with powerful string-handling, regular-expression, and
process-control features. All of these are features that C and C++ programmers with tight
schedules learn to dread. I learned Perl, and learned to like it, when I was thrown into a project
where most of my work involved slinging text files around—taking output from one piece of
software and reformatting it so that I could feed it to another. I quickly found myself spending less
than a day writing Perl programs that would have taken me days or weeks to write in a different
language.How and why I wrote this bookI’ve always wanted to be a writer. In childhood I was
obsessed with science fiction. I read constantly, sometimes three paperbacks a day, and every
so often wrote some (bad) stories myself. Later on, in 1985, I attended the Clarion Science
Fiction & Fantasy Writers’ workshop in East Lansing, Michigan. I spent a year or so occasionally
working on short-story manuscripts afterward, but was never published. School and work began
to consume more and more of my time, and eventually I drifted away from fiction. I continued to
write, though, cranking out a technical manual, course, proposal, or paper from time to time.
Also, over the years I made contact with a number of technical authors.One of them was Randal
Schwartz. I hired him as a contractor on an engineering project, and managed him for over a
year. (This was my first stint as a technical manager, and it was quite an introduction to the world
of management in software development, as anyone who knows Randal might guess.)
Eventually he left to pursue teaching Perl full time. And after a while, I did the same.While all this
was going on, I became more interested in writing a book. I had spent the past few years
working in all the “hot” areas—C++, Perl, the Internet and World Wide Web—and felt that I ought
to be able to find something interesting in all that to put down on paper. Using and teaching Perl
intensified this feeling. I wished I had a book that compiled the various Perl tricks and traps that I
was experiencing over and over again.Then, in May 1996, I had a conversation with Keith
Wollman at a developers’ conference in San Jose. I wasn’t really trying to find a book to write,
but we were discussing what sorts of things might be good books and what wouldn’t. When we
drifted onto the topic of Perl, he asked me, “What would you think of a book called Effective
Perl?” I liked the idea. Scott Meyers’s Effective C++ was one of my favorite books on C++, and
the extension of the series to cover Perl was obvious.I couldn’t get Keith’s idea out of my head,
and after a while, with some help from Randal, I worked out a proposal for the book, and
Addison-Wesley accepted it.The rest . . . Well, that was the fun part. I spent many 12-hour days
and nights with FrameMaker in front of the computer screen, asked lots of annoying questions
on the Perl 5 Porters list, looked through dozens of books and manuals, wrote many, many little
snippets of Perl code, and drank many, many cans of Diet Coke and Pepsi. I even had an
occasional epiphany as I discovered very basic things about Perl that I had never realized I was
missing. After a while, a manuscript emerged.This book is my attempt to share with the rest of
you some of the fun and stimulation that I experienced while learning the power of Perl. I
certainly appreciate you taking the time to read it, and I hope that you will find it useful and



enjoyable.—Joseph N. HallChandler, Arizona1998PrefaceMany Perl programmers cut their
teeth on the first edition of Effective Perl Programming. When Addison-Wesley first published it
in 1998, the entire world seemed to be using Perl; the dot-com days were in full swing and
anyone who knew a little HTML could get a job as a programmer. Once they had those jobs,
programmers had to pick up some quick skills. Effective Perl Programming was likely to be one
of the books those new Perl programmers had on their desks along with the bibles of Perl,
Programming Perl1 and Learning Perl2.1. Larry Wall, Tom Christiansen, and Jon Orwant,
Programming Perl, Third Edition (Sebastopol, CA: O’Reilly Media, 2000).2. Randal L. Schwartz,
Tom Phoenix, and brian d foy, Learning Perl, Fifth Edition (Sebastopol, CA: O’Reilly Media,
2008).There were many other Perl books on the shelves back then. Kids today probably won’t
believe that you could walk into a bookstore in the U.S. and see hundreds of feet of shelf space
devoted to computer programming, and most of that seemed to be Java and Perl. Walk into a
bookstore today and the computer section might have its own corner, and each language might
have a couple of books. Most of those titles probably won’t be there in six months.Despite all
that, Effective Perl Programming hung on for over a decade. Joseph Hall’s insight and wisdom
toward the philosophy of Perl programming is timeless. After all, his book was about thinking in
Perl more than anything else. All of his advice is still good.However, the world of Perl is a lot
different than it was in 1998, and there’s a lot more good advice out there. CPAN (the
Comprehensive Perl Archive Network), which was only a few years old then, is now Perl’s killer
feature. People have discovered new and better ways to do things, and with more than a decade
of additional Perl experience, the best practices and idioms have come a long way.Since the first
edition of Effective Perl Programming, Perl has changed, too. The first edition existed during the
transition from Perl 4 to Perl 5, so people were still using their old Perl 4 habits. We’ve mostly
done away with that distinction in this edition. There is only one Perl, and it is major version 5.
(Don’t ask us about Perl 6. That’s a different book for a different time.)Modern Perl now handles
Unicode and recognizes that the world is more than just ASCII. You need to get over that hump,
too, so we’ve added an entire chapter on it. Perl might be one of the most-tested code bases, a
trend started by Michael Schwern several years ago and now part of almost every module
distribution. Gone are the days when Perlers celebrated the Wild West days of code slinging.
Now you can have rapid prototyping and good testing at the same time. If you’re working in the
enterprise arena, you’ll want to read our advice on testing. If you’re a regular-expression fiend,
you’ll want to use all of the new regex features that the latest versions of Perl provide. We’ll
introduce you to the popular ones.Perl is still growing, and new topics are always emerging.
Some topics, like Moose, the post-modern Perl object system, deserve their own books, so we
haven’t even tried to cover them here. Other topics, like POE (Perl Object Environment), object-
relational mappers, and GUI toolkits are similarly worthy, and also absent from this book. We’re
already thinking about More Effective Perl, so that might change.Finally, the library of Perl
literature is much more mature. Although we have endeavored to cover most of the stuff we think
you need to know, we’ve left out some areas that are much better covered in other books, which



we list in Appendix B. That makes space for other topics.—Joseph N. Hall, Joshua A. McAdams,
and brian d foyPreface from the first editionI used to write a lot of C and C++. My last major
project before stepping into the world of Perl full time was an interpreted language that, among
other things, drew diagrams, computed probabilities, and generated entire FrameMaker books. It
comprised over 50,000 lines of platform-independent C++ and it had all kinds of interesting
internal features. It was a fun project.It also took two years to write.It seems to me that most
interesting projects in C and/or C++ take months or years to complete. That’s reasonable, given
that part of what makes an undertaking interesting is that it is complex and time-consuming. But
it also seems to me that a whole lot of ideas that start out being mundane and uninteresting
become interesting three-month projects when they are expressed in an ordinary high-level
language.This is one of the reasons that I originally became interested in Perl. I had heard that
Perl was an excellent scripting language with powerful string-handling, regular-expression, and
process-control features. All of these are features that C and C++ programmers with tight
schedules learn to dread. I learned Perl, and learned to like it, when I was thrown into a project
where most of my work involved slinging text files around—taking output from one piece of
software and reformatting it so that I could feed it to another. I quickly found myself spending less
than a day writing Perl programs that would have taken me days or weeks to write in a different
language.How and why I wrote this bookI’ve always wanted to be a writer. In childhood I was
obsessed with science fiction. I read constantly, sometimes three paperbacks a day, and every
so often wrote some (bad) stories myself. Later on, in 1985, I attended the Clarion Science
Fiction & Fantasy Writers’ workshop in East Lansing, Michigan. I spent a year or so occasionally
working on short-story manuscripts afterward, but was never published. School and work began
to consume more and more of my time, and eventually I drifted away from fiction. I continued to
write, though, cranking out a technical manual, course, proposal, or paper from time to time.
Also, over the years I made contact with a number of technical authors.One of them was Randal
Schwartz. I hired him as a contractor on an engineering project, and managed him for over a
year. (This was my first stint as a technical manager, and it was quite an introduction to the world
of management in software development, as anyone who knows Randal might guess.)
Eventually he left to pursue teaching Perl full time. And after a while, I did the same.While all this
was going on, I became more interested in writing a book. I had spent the past few years
working in all the “hot” areas—C++, Perl, the Internet and World Wide Web—and felt that I ought
to be able to find something interesting in all that to put down on paper. Using and teaching Perl
intensified this feeling. I wished I had a book that compiled the various Perl tricks and traps that I
was experiencing over and over again.Then, in May 1996, I had a conversation with Keith
Wollman at a developers’ conference in San Jose. I wasn’t really trying to find a book to write,
but we were discussing what sorts of things might be good books and what wouldn’t. When we
drifted onto the topic of Perl, he asked me, “What would you think of a book called Effective
Perl?” I liked the idea. Scott Meyers’s Effective C++ was one of my favorite books on C++, and
the extension of the series to cover Perl was obvious.I couldn’t get Keith’s idea out of my head,



and after a while, with some help from Randal, I worked out a proposal for the book, and
Addison-Wesley accepted it.The rest . . . Well, that was the fun part. I spent many 12-hour days
and nights with FrameMaker in front of the computer screen, asked lots of annoying questions
on the Perl 5 Porters list, looked through dozens of books and manuals, wrote many, many little
snippets of Perl code, and drank many, many cans of Diet Coke and Pepsi. I even had an
occasional epiphany as I discovered very basic things about Perl that I had never realized I was
missing. After a while, a manuscript emerged.This book is my attempt to share with the rest of
you some of the fun and stimulation that I experienced while learning the power of Perl. I
certainly appreciate you taking the time to read it, and I hope that you will find it useful and
enjoyable.—Joseph N. HallChandler, Arizona1998AcknowledgmentsFor the second
editionSeveral people have helped us bring about the second edition by reading parts of the
manuscript in progress and pointing out errors or adding things we hadn’t considered. We’d like
to thank Abigail, Patrick Abi Salloum, Sean Blanton, Kent Cowgill, Bruce Files, Mike Fraggasi,
Jarkko Hietaniemi, Slaven Rezic, Andrew Rodland, Michael Stemle, and Sinan Ünür. In some
places, we’ve acknowledged people directly next to their contribution.Some people went much
further than casual help and took us to task for almost every character. All the mistakes you don’t
see were caught by Elliot Shank, Paul Fenwick, and Jacinta Richardson. Anything left over is our
fault: our cats must have walked on our keyboards when we weren’t looking.—Joseph N. Hall,
Joshua A. McAdams, and brian d foyFrom the first editionThis book was hard to write. I think
mostly I made it hard on myself, but it would have been a lot harder had I not had help from a
large cast of programmers, authors, editors, and other professionals, many of whom contributed
their time for free or at grossly inadequate rates that might as well have been for free. Everyone
who supported me in this effort has my appreciation and heartfelt thanks.Chip Salzenberg and
Andreas “MakeMaker” König provided a number of helpful and timely fixes to Perl bugs and
misbehaviors that would have complicated the manuscript. It’s hard to say enough about Chip.
I’ve spent a little time mucking about in the Perl source code. I hold him in awe.Many other
members of the Perl 5 Porters list contributed in one way or another, either directly or indirectly.
Among the most obviously helpful and insightful were Jeffrey Friedl, Chaim Frenkel, Tom
Phoenix, Jon Orwant (of The Perl Journal), and Charlie Stross.Randal Schwartz, author,
instructor, and “Just Another Perl Hacker,” was my primary technical reviewer. If you find any
mistakes, e-mail him. (Just kidding.) Many thanks to Randal for lending his time and thought to
this book.Thanks also to Larry Wall, the creator of Perl, who has answered questions and
provided comments on a number of topics.I’ve been very lucky to work with Addison-Wesley on
this project. Everyone I’ve had contact with has been friendly and has contributed in some
significant way to the forward progress of this project. I would like to extend particular thanks to
Kim Fryer, Ben Ryan, Carol Nelson, and Keith Wollman.A number of other people have
contributed comments, inspiration, and/or moral support. My friends Nick Orlans, Chris Ice, and
Alan Piszcz trudged through several revisions of the incomplete manuscript. My current and
former employers Charlie Horton, Patrick Reilly, and Larry Zimmerman have been a constant



source of stimulation and encouragement.Although I wrote this book from scratch, some of it by
necessity parallels the description of Perl in the Perl man pages as well as Programming Perl.
There are only so many ways to skin a cat. I have tried to be original and creative, but in some
cases it was hard to stray from the original description of the language.Many thanks to Jeff
Gong, for harassing The Phone Company and keeping the T-1 alive. Jeff really knows how to
keep his customers happy.Many thanks to the sport of golf for keeping me sane and providing
an outlet for my frustrations. It’s fun to make the little ball go. Thanks to Master of Orion and
Civilization II for much the same reasons.Most of all, though, I have to thank Donna, my
soulmate and fiancée, and also one heck of a programmer. This book would not have come into
being without her seemingly inexhaustible support, patience, and love.—Joseph N.
Hall1998AcknowledgmentsFor the second editionSeveral people have helped us bring about
the second edition by reading parts of the manuscript in progress and pointing out errors or
adding things we hadn’t considered. We’d like to thank Abigail, Patrick Abi Salloum, Sean
Blanton, Kent Cowgill, Bruce Files, Mike Fraggasi, Jarkko Hietaniemi, Slaven Rezic, Andrew
Rodland, Michael Stemle, and Sinan Ünür. In some places, we’ve acknowledged people directly
next to their contribution.Some people went much further than casual help and took us to task
for almost every character. All the mistakes you don’t see were caught by Elliot Shank, Paul
Fenwick, and Jacinta Richardson. Anything left over is our fault: our cats must have walked on
our keyboards when we weren’t looking.—Joseph N. Hall, Joshua A. McAdams, and brian d
foyFrom the first editionThis book was hard to write. I think mostly I made it hard on myself, but it
would have been a lot harder had I not had help from a large cast of programmers, authors,
editors, and other professionals, many of whom contributed their time for free or at grossly
inadequate rates that might as well have been for free. Everyone who supported me in this effort
has my appreciation and heartfelt thanks.Chip Salzenberg and Andreas “MakeMaker” König
provided a number of helpful and timely fixes to Perl bugs and misbehaviors that would have
complicated the manuscript. It’s hard to say enough about Chip. I’ve spent a little time mucking
about in the Perl source code. I hold him in awe.Many other members of the Perl 5 Porters list
contributed in one way or another, either directly or indirectly. Among the most obviously helpful
and insightful were Jeffrey Friedl, Chaim Frenkel, Tom Phoenix, Jon Orwant (of The Perl
Journal), and Charlie Stross.Randal Schwartz, author, instructor, and “Just Another Perl Hacker,”
was my primary technical reviewer. If you find any mistakes, e-mail him. (Just kidding.) Many
thanks to Randal for lending his time and thought to this book.Thanks also to Larry Wall, the
creator of Perl, who has answered questions and provided comments on a number of topics.I’ve
been very lucky to work with Addison-Wesley on this project. Everyone I’ve had contact with has
been friendly and has contributed in some significant way to the forward progress of this project.
I would like to extend particular thanks to Kim Fryer, Ben Ryan, Carol Nelson, and Keith
Wollman.A number of other people have contributed comments, inspiration, and/or moral
support. My friends Nick Orlans, Chris Ice, and Alan Piszcz trudged through several revisions of
the incomplete manuscript. My current and former employers Charlie Horton, Patrick Reilly, and



Larry Zimmerman have been a constant source of stimulation and encouragement.Although I
wrote this book from scratch, some of it by necessity parallels the description of Perl in the Perl
man pages as well as Programming Perl. There are only so many ways to skin a cat. I have tried
to be original and creative, but in some cases it was hard to stray from the original description of
the language.Many thanks to Jeff Gong, for harassing The Phone Company and keeping the T-1
alive. Jeff really knows how to keep his customers happy.Many thanks to the sport of golf for
keeping me sane and providing an outlet for my frustrations. It’s fun to make the little ball go.
Thanks to Master of Orion and Civilization II for much the same reasons.Most of all, though, I
have to thank Donna, my soulmate and fiancée, and also one heck of a programmer. This book
would not have come into being without her seemingly inexhaustible support, patience, and love.
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speaker.Introduction“Learning the fundamentals of a programming language is one thing;
learning how to design and write effective programs in that language is something else entirely.”
What Scott Meyers wrote in the Introduction to Effective C++ is just as true for Perl.Perl is a Very
High Level Language—a VHLL for the acronym-aware. It incorporates high-level functionality like
regular expressions, networking, and process management into a context-sensitive grammar
that is more “human,” in a way, than that of other programming languages. Perl is a better text-
processing language than any other widely used computer language, or perhaps any other
computer language, period. Perl is an incredibly effective scripting tool for UNIX administrators,
and it is the first choice of most UNIX CGI scripters worldwide. Perl also supports object-oriented
programming, modular software, cross-platform development, embedding, and extensibility.Is
this book for you?We assume that you already have some experience with Perl. If you’re looking
to start learning Perl, you might want to wait a bit before tackling this book. Our goal is to make
you a better Perl programmer, not necessarily a new Perl programmer.This book isn’t a definitive
reference, although we like to think that you’d keep it on your desktop. Many of the topics we
cover can be quite complicated and we don’t go into every detail. We try to give you the basics
of the concepts that should satisfy most situations, but also serve as a starting point for further
research if you need more. You will still need to dive into the Perl documentation and read some
of the books we list in Appendix A.There is a lot to learn about PerlOnce you have worked your
way through an introductory book or class on Perl, you have learned to write what Larry Wall,
Perl’s creator, fondly refers to as “baby talk.” Perl baby talk is plain, direct, and verbose. It’s not
bad—you are allowed and encouraged to write Perl in whatever style works for you.You may
reach a point where you want to move beyond plain, direct, and verbose Perl toward something
more succinct and individualistic. This book is written for people who are setting off down that
path. Effective Perl Programming endeavors to teach you what you need to know to become a
fluent and expressive Perl programmer. This book provides several different kinds of advice to
help you on your way.• Knowledge, or perhaps, “Perl trivia.” Many complex tasks in Perl have
been or can be reduced to extremely simple statements. A lot of learning to program effectively
in Perl entails acquiring an adequate reservoir of experience and knowledge about the “right”
ways to do things. Once you know good solutions, you can apply them to your own problems.
Furthermore, once you know what good solutions look like, you can invent your own and judge
their “rightness” accurately.• How to use CPAN. The Comprehensive Perl Archive Network is
modern Perl’s killer feature. With over 5 gigabytes of Perl source code, major frameworks, and
interfaces to popular libraries, you can accomplish quite a bit with work that people have already
done. CPAN makes common tasks even easier with Perl. As with any language, your true skill is
your ability to leverage what has already been done.• How to solve problems. You may already
have good analytical or debugging skills from your work in another programming language. This



book teaches you how to beat your problems using Perl by showing you a lot of problems and
their Perl solutions. It also teaches you how to beat the problems that Perl gives you, by showing
how to efficiently create and improve your programs.• Style. This book shows you idiomatic Perl
style, primarily by example. You learn to write more succinct and elegant Perl. If succinctness
isn’t your goal, you at least learn to avoid certain awkward constructs. You also learn to evaluate
your efforts and those of others.• How to grow further. This book doesn’t cover everything you
need to know. Although we do call it a book on advanced Perl, not a whole lot of advanced Perl
can fit between its covers. A real compendium of advanced Perl would require thousands of
pages. What this book is really about is how you can make yourself an advanced Perl
programmer—how you can find the resources you need to grow, how to structure your learning
and experiments, and how to recognize that you have grown.We intend this as a thought-
provoking book. There are subtleties to many of the examples. Anything really tricky we explain,
but some other points that are simple are not always obvious. We leave those to stand on their
own for your further reflection. Sometimes we focus on one aspect of the example code and
ignore the surrounding bits, but we try to make those as simple as possible. Don’t be alarmed if
you find yourself puzzling something out for a while. Perl is an idiosyncratic language, and in
many ways is very different from other programming languages you may have used. Fluency and
style come only through practice and reflection. While learning is hard work, it is also enjoyable
and rewarding.The world of PerlPerl is a remarkable language. It is, in our opinion, the most
successful modular programming environment.In fact, Perl modules are the closest things to the
fabled “software ICs” (that is, the software equivalent of integrated circuits, components that can
be used in various applications without understanding all of their inner workings) that the
software world has seen. There are many reasons for this, one of the most important being that
there is a centralized, coordinated module repository, CPAN, which reduces the amount of
energy wasted on competing, incompatible implementations of functionality. See Appendix A for
more resources.Perl has a minimal but sufficient modular and object-oriented programming
framework. The lack of extensive access-control features in the language makes it possible to
write code with unusual characteristics in a natural, succinct form. It seems to be a natural law of
software that the most-useful features are also the ones that fit existing frameworks most poorly.
Perl’s skeletal approach to “rules and regulations” effectively subverts this law.Perl provides
excellent cross-platform compatibility. It excels as a systems administration tool on UNIX
because it hides the differences between different versions of UNIX to the greatest extent
possible. Can you write cross-platform shell scripts? Yes, but with extreme difficulty. Most mere
mortals should not attempt such things. Can you write cross-platform Perl scripts? Yes, easily.
Perl also ports reasonably well between its UNIX birthplace and other platforms, such as
Windows, VMS, and many others.As a Perl programmer, you have some of the best support in
the world. You have complete access to the source code for all the modules you use, as well as
the complete source code to the language itself. If picking through the code for bugs isn’t your
speed, you have online support available via the Internet 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If free



support isn’t your style, you can also buy commercial support.Finally, you have a language that
dares to be different. Perl is fluid. At its best, in the presence of several alternative
interpretations, Perl does what you mean (sometimes seen as DWIM, “do what I mean”). A scary
thought, perhaps, but it’s an indication of true progress in computing, something that reaches
beyond mere cycles, disk space, and RAM.TerminologyIn general, the terminology used with
Perl isn’t so different than that used to describe other programming languages. However, there
are a few terms with slightly peculiar meanings. Also, as Perl has evolved, some terminology has
faded from fashion and some new terminology has arisen.In general, the name of the language
is Perl, with a capital P, and perl is the name of the program that compiles and runs your source.
Unless we are specifically referring to the interpreter, we default to using the capitalized
version.An operator in Perl is a nonparenthesized syntactical construct. (The arguments to an
operator may, of course, be contained in parentheses.) A list operator, in particular, is an
identifier followed by a list of elements separated by commas:A function in Perl is an identifier
followed by a pair of parentheses that completely encloses the arguments:Now, you may have
just noticed a certain similarity between list operators and functions. In fact, in Perl, there is no
difference other than the syntax used. We will generally use the term “operator” when we refer to
Perl builtins like print and open, but may use “function” occasionally. There is no particular
difference in meaning.The proper way to refer to a subroutine written in Perl is just subroutine. Of
course, “function,” “operator,” and even “procedure” will make acceptable literary stand-ins. Note
that Perl’s use of “function” isn’t the same as the mathematical definition, and some computer
scientists may shudder at Perl’s abuse of the term.All Perl methods are really subroutines that
conform to certain conventions. These conventions are neither required nor recognized by Perl.
However, it is appropriate to use phrases like “call a method,” since Perl has a special method-
call syntax that is used to support object-oriented programming. A good way of defining the
(somewhat elusive) difference is that a method is a subroutine that the author intends you to call
via method-call syntax.A Perl identifier is a “C symbol”—a letter or underscore followed by one
or more letters, digits, or underscores. Identifiers are used to name Perl variables. Perl variables
are identifiers combined with the appropriate punctuation, as in $a or &func.Although not strictly
in keeping with the usage in the internals of Perl, we use the term keyword to refer to the small
number of identifiers in Perl that have distinctive syntactical meanings—for example, if and while.
Other identifiers that have ordinary function or operator syntax, such as print and oct, we call
built-ins, if anything.An lvalue (pronounced “ell value”) is a value that can appear on the lefthand
side of an assignment statement. This is the customary meaning of the term; however, there are
some unusual constructs that act as lvalues in Perl, such as the substr operator.Localizing a
variable means creating a separate scope for it that applies through the end of the enclosing
block or file. Special variables must be localized with the local operator. You can localize ordinary
variables with either my or local (see Item 43 in Chapter 4). This is an unfortunate legacy of Perl,
and Larry Wall wishes he had used another name for local, but life goes on. We say “localize
with my” when it makes a difference.NotationIn this book we use Joseph’s PEGS (PErl Graphical



Structures) notation to illustrate data structures. It should be mostly self-explanatory, but here is
a brief overview.Variables are values with names. The name appears in a sideways “picket”
above the value. A scalar value is represented with a single rectangular box:Arrays and lists
have a similar graphical representation. Values are shown in a stack with a thick bar on top:A
hash is represented with a stack of names next to a stack of corresponding values:References
are drawn with dots and arrows as in those LISP diagrams from days of yore:That’s all there is to
the basics.Perl stylePart of what you should learn from this book is a sense of good Perl
style.Style is, of course, a matter of preference and debate. We won’t pretend to know or
demonstrate The One True Style, but we hope to show readers one example of contemporary,
efficient, effective Perl style. Sometimes our style is inconsistent when that aids readability. Most
of our preference comes from the perlstyle documentation.The fact that the code appears in a
book affects its style somewhat. We’re limited in line lengths, and we don’t want to write overly
long programs that stretch across several pages. Our examples can’t be too verbose or boring—
each one has to make one or two specific points without unnecessary clutter. Therefore, you will
find some deviations from good practice.In some examples, we want to highlight certain points
and de-emphasize others. In some code, we use ... to stand in for code that we’ve left out.
Assume that the ... stands for real code that should be there. (Curiously, by the time this book
hits the bookstores, that ... should also be compilable Perl. Perl 5.12 introduces the “yadda
yadda” operator, which compiles just fine, but produces a run time error when you try to execute
it. It’s a nice way to stub out code.)Some examples need certain versions of Perl. Unless we
specify otherwise, the code should run under Perl 5.8, which is an older but serviceable version.
If we use a Perl 5.10 feature, we start the example with a line that notes the version (see Item 2
in Chapter 1):We also ignore development versions of Perl, where the minor version is an odd
number, such as 5.009 and 5.011. We note the earliest occurrence of features in the first stable
version of Perl that introduces it.Not everything runs cleanly under warnings or strict (Item 3). We
advise all Perl programmers to make use of both of these regularly. However, starting all the
examples with those declarations may distract from our main point, so we leave them off. Where
appropriate, we try to be strict clean, but plucking code out of bigger examples doesn’t always
make that practical.We generally minimize punctuation (Item 18). We’re not keen on “Perl golf,”
where people reduce their programs to as few characters as they can. We just get rid of the
unnecessary characters and use more whitespace so the important bits stand out and the
scaffolding fades into the background.Finally, we try to make the examples meaningful. Not
every example can be a useful snippet, but we try to include as many pieces of real-world code
as possible.OrganizationThe first two chapters generally present material in order of increasing
complexity. Otherwise, we tend to jump around quite a bit. Use the table of contents and the
index, and keep the Perl documentation close at hand (perhaps by visiting ).We reorganized the
book for the second edition. Appendix B shows a mapping from Items in the first edition to Items
in this edition. We split some first-edition Items into many new ones and expanded them; some
we combined; and some we left out, since their topics are well covered in other books. Appendix



A contains a list of additional resources we think you should consider.The book doesn’t really
stop when you get to the end. We’re going to keep going at . There you can find more news
about the book, some material we left out, material we didn’t have time to finish for the book, and
other Perl goodies.Introduction“Learning the fundamentals of a programming language is one
thing; learning how to design and write effective programs in that language is something else
entirely.” What Scott Meyers wrote in the Introduction to Effective C++ is just as true for Perl.Perl
is a Very High Level Language—a VHLL for the acronym-aware. It incorporates high-level
functionality like regular expressions, networking, and process management into a context-
sensitive grammar that is more “human,” in a way, than that of other programming languages.
Perl is a better text-processing language than any other widely used computer language, or
perhaps any other computer language, period. Perl is an incredibly effective scripting tool for
UNIX administrators, and it is the first choice of most UNIX CGI scripters worldwide. Perl also
supports object-oriented programming, modular software, cross-platform development,
embedding, and extensibility.Is this book for you?We assume that you already have some
experience with Perl. If you’re looking to start learning Perl, you might want to wait a bit before
tackling this book. Our goal is to make you a better Perl programmer, not necessarily a new Perl
programmer.This book isn’t a definitive reference, although we like to think that you’d keep it on
your desktop. Many of the topics we cover can be quite complicated and we don’t go into every
detail. We try to give you the basics of the concepts that should satisfy most situations, but also
serve as a starting point for further research if you need more. You will still need to dive into the
Perl documentation and read some of the books we list in Appendix A.There is a lot to learn
about PerlOnce you have worked your way through an introductory book or class on Perl, you
have learned to write what Larry Wall, Perl’s creator, fondly refers to as “baby talk.” Perl baby talk
is plain, direct, and verbose. It’s not bad—you are allowed and encouraged to write Perl in
whatever style works for you.You may reach a point where you want to move beyond plain,
direct, and verbose Perl toward something more succinct and individualistic. This book is written
for people who are setting off down that path. Effective Perl Programming endeavors to teach
you what you need to know to become a fluent and expressive Perl programmer. This book
provides several different kinds of advice to help you on your way.• Knowledge, or perhaps, “Perl
trivia.” Many complex tasks in Perl have been or can be reduced to extremely simple statements.
A lot of learning to program effectively in Perl entails acquiring an adequate reservoir of
experience and knowledge about the “right” ways to do things. Once you know good solutions,
you can apply them to your own problems. Furthermore, once you know what good solutions
look like, you can invent your own and judge their “rightness” accurately.• How to use CPAN. The
Comprehensive Perl Archive Network is modern Perl’s killer feature. With over 5 gigabytes of
Perl source code, major frameworks, and interfaces to popular libraries, you can accomplish
quite a bit with work that people have already done. CPAN makes common tasks even easier
with Perl. As with any language, your true skill is your ability to leverage what has already been
done.• How to solve problems. You may already have good analytical or debugging skills from



your work in another programming language. This book teaches you how to beat your problems
using Perl by showing you a lot of problems and their Perl solutions. It also teaches you how to
beat the problems that Perl gives you, by showing how to efficiently create and improve your
programs.• Style. This book shows you idiomatic Perl style, primarily by example. You learn to
write more succinct and elegant Perl. If succinctness isn’t your goal, you at least learn to avoid
certain awkward constructs. You also learn to evaluate your efforts and those of others.• How to
grow further. This book doesn’t cover everything you need to know. Although we do call it a book
on advanced Perl, not a whole lot of advanced Perl can fit between its covers. A real
compendium of advanced Perl would require thousands of pages. What this book is really about
is how you can make yourself an advanced Perl programmer—how you can find the resources
you need to grow, how to structure your learning and experiments, and how to recognize that
you have grown.We intend this as a thought-provoking book. There are subtleties to many of the
examples. Anything really tricky we explain, but some other points that are simple are not always
obvious. We leave those to stand on their own for your further reflection. Sometimes we focus on
one aspect of the example code and ignore the surrounding bits, but we try to make those as
simple as possible. Don’t be alarmed if you find yourself puzzling something out for a while. Perl
is an idiosyncratic language, and in many ways is very different from other programming
languages you may have used. Fluency and style come only through practice and reflection.
While learning is hard work, it is also enjoyable and rewarding.The world of PerlPerl is a
remarkable language. It is, in our opinion, the most successful modular programming
environment.In fact, Perl modules are the closest things to the fabled “software ICs” (that is, the
software equivalent of integrated circuits, components that can be used in various applications
without understanding all of their inner workings) that the software world has seen. There are
many reasons for this, one of the most important being that there is a centralized, coordinated
module repository, CPAN, which reduces the amount of energy wasted on competing,
incompatible implementations of functionality. See Appendix A for more resources.Perl has a
minimal but sufficient modular and object-oriented programming framework. The lack of
extensive access-control features in the language makes it possible to write code with unusual
characteristics in a natural, succinct form. It seems to be a natural law of software that the most-
useful features are also the ones that fit existing frameworks most poorly. Perl’s skeletal
approach to “rules and regulations” effectively subverts this law.Perl provides excellent cross-
platform compatibility. It excels as a systems administration tool on UNIX because it hides the
differences between different versions of UNIX to the greatest extent possible. Can you write
cross-platform shell scripts? Yes, but with extreme difficulty. Most mere mortals should not
attempt such things. Can you write cross-platform Perl scripts? Yes, easily. Perl also ports
reasonably well between its UNIX birthplace and other platforms, such as Windows, VMS, and
many others.As a Perl programmer, you have some of the best support in the world. You have
complete access to the source code for all the modules you use, as well as the complete source
code to the language itself. If picking through the code for bugs isn’t your speed, you have online



support available via the Internet 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If free support isn’t your style,
you can also buy commercial support.Finally, you have a language that dares to be different. Perl
is fluid. At its best, in the presence of several alternative interpretations, Perl does what you
mean (sometimes seen as DWIM, “do what I mean”). A scary thought, perhaps, but it’s an
indication of true progress in computing, something that reaches beyond mere cycles, disk
space, and RAM.TerminologyIn general, the terminology used with Perl isn’t so different than
that used to describe other programming languages. However, there are a few terms with slightly
peculiar meanings. Also, as Perl has evolved, some terminology has faded from fashion and
some new terminology has arisen.In general, the name of the language is Perl, with a capital P,
and perl is the name of the program that compiles and runs your source. Unless we are
specifically referring to the interpreter, we default to using the capitalized version.An operator in
Perl is a nonparenthesized syntactical construct. (The arguments to an operator may, of course,
be contained in parentheses.) A list operator, in particular, is an identifier followed by a list of
elements separated by commas:A function in Perl is an identifier followed by a pair of
parentheses that completely encloses the arguments:Now, you may have just noticed a certain
similarity between list operators and functions. In fact, in Perl, there is no difference other than
the syntax used. We will generally use the term “operator” when we refer to Perl builtins like print
and open, but may use “function” occasionally. There is no particular difference in meaning.The
proper way to refer to a subroutine written in Perl is just subroutine. Of course, “function,”
“operator,” and even “procedure” will make acceptable literary stand-ins. Note that Perl’s use of
“function” isn’t the same as the mathematical definition, and some computer scientists may
shudder at Perl’s abuse of the term.All Perl methods are really subroutines that conform to
certain conventions. These conventions are neither required nor recognized by Perl. However, it
is appropriate to use phrases like “call a method,” since Perl has a special method-call syntax
that is used to support object-oriented programming. A good way of defining the (somewhat
elusive) difference is that a method is a subroutine that the author intends you to call via method-
call syntax.A Perl identifier is a “C symbol”—a letter or underscore followed by one or more
letters, digits, or underscores. Identifiers are used to name Perl variables. Perl variables are
identifiers combined with the appropriate punctuation, as in $a or &func.Although not strictly in
keeping with the usage in the internals of Perl, we use the term keyword to refer to the small
number of identifiers in Perl that have distinctive syntactical meanings—for example, if and while.
Other identifiers that have ordinary function or operator syntax, such as print and oct, we call
built-ins, if anything.An lvalue (pronounced “ell value”) is a value that can appear on the lefthand
side of an assignment statement. This is the customary meaning of the term; however, there are
some unusual constructs that act as lvalues in Perl, such as the substr operator.Localizing a
variable means creating a separate scope for it that applies through the end of the enclosing
block or file. Special variables must be localized with the local operator. You can localize ordinary
variables with either my or local (see Item 43 in Chapter 4). This is an unfortunate legacy of Perl,
and Larry Wall wishes he had used another name for local, but life goes on. We say “localize



with my” when it makes a difference.NotationIn this book we use Joseph’s PEGS (PErl Graphical
Structures) notation to illustrate data structures. It should be mostly self-explanatory, but here is
a brief overview.Variables are values with names. The name appears in a sideways “picket”
above the value. A scalar value is represented with a single rectangular box:Arrays and lists
have a similar graphical representation. Values are shown in a stack with a thick bar on top:A
hash is represented with a stack of names next to a stack of corresponding values:References
are drawn with dots and arrows as in those LISP diagrams from days of yore:That’s all there is to
the basics.Perl stylePart of what you should learn from this book is a sense of good Perl
style.Style is, of course, a matter of preference and debate. We won’t pretend to know or
demonstrate The One True Style, but we hope to show readers one example of contemporary,
efficient, effective Perl style. Sometimes our style is inconsistent when that aids readability. Most
of our preference comes from the perlstyle documentation.The fact that the code appears in a
book affects its style somewhat. We’re limited in line lengths, and we don’t want to write overly
long programs that stretch across several pages. Our examples can’t be too verbose or boring—
each one has to make one or two specific points without unnecessary clutter. Therefore, you will
find some deviations from good practice.In some examples, we want to highlight certain points
and de-emphasize others. In some code, we use ... to stand in for code that we’ve left out.
Assume that the ... stands for real code that should be there. (Curiously, by the time this book
hits the bookstores, that ... should also be compilable Perl. Perl 5.12 introduces the “yadda
yadda” operator, which compiles just fine, but produces a run time error when you try to execute
it. It’s a nice way to stub out code.)Some examples need certain versions of Perl. Unless we
specify otherwise, the code should run under Perl 5.8, which is an older but serviceable version.
If we use a Perl 5.10 feature, we start the example with a line that notes the version (see Item 2
in Chapter 1):We also ignore development versions of Perl, where the minor version is an odd
number, such as 5.009 and 5.011. We note the earliest occurrence of features in the first stable
version of Perl that introduces it.Not everything runs cleanly under warnings or strict (Item 3). We
advise all Perl programmers to make use of both of these regularly. However, starting all the
examples with those declarations may distract from our main point, so we leave them off. Where
appropriate, we try to be strict clean, but plucking code out of bigger examples doesn’t always
make that practical.We generally minimize punctuation (Item 18). We’re not keen on “Perl golf,”
where people reduce their programs to as few characters as they can. We just get rid of the
unnecessary characters and use more whitespace so the important bits stand out and the
scaffolding fades into the background.Finally, we try to make the examples meaningful. Not
every example can be a useful snippet, but we try to include as many pieces of real-world code
as possible.OrganizationThe first two chapters generally present material in order of increasing
complexity. Otherwise, we tend to jump around quite a bit. Use the table of contents and the
index, and keep the Perl documentation close at hand (perhaps by visiting ).We reorganized the
book for the second edition. Appendix B shows a mapping from Items in the first edition to Items
in this edition. We split some first-edition Items into many new ones and expanded them; some



we combined; and some we left out, since their topics are well covered in other books. Appendix
A contains a list of additional resources we think you should consider.The book doesn’t really
stop when you get to the end. We’re going to keep going at . There you can find more news
about the book, some material we left out, material we didn’t have time to finish for the book, and
other Perl goodies.1. The Basics of PerlIf you are experienced in other languages but new to
Perl, you are probably still discovering Perl’s idiosyncrasies. This section deals with some of
those idiosyncrasies. In particular, it addresses those that can bedevil newly minted Perl
programmers who are still attuned to other languages.For example, you should already know
that a Perl variable is generally made up of some mark of punctuation like $ or @ followed by an
identifier. But do you know whether different types of variables with the same name, such as $a
and @a, are completely independent of one another? They are (see Item 5 in this chapter).You
should know that @a is an array, but do you know the difference between $a[$i] and @a[$i]? The
latter is a slice (Item 9).You should know that the number 0 is false, and that the empty string, '',
is false, but do you know whether the string consisting of a single space, ' ', is false? It’s true
(Item 7).Perl has many other interesting quirks that reflect its heritage of stealing the best from
many other languages, with the addition of some uncommon ideas from its linguist creator, Larry
Wall. Once you start to think as Perl thinks, however, these quirks make much more sense.If you
are an experienced Perl programmer, these basic items will be mostly review for you. However,
you may find some interesting details that you haven’t caught before, or perhaps other ways to
explain concepts to your colleagues.Item 1. Find the documentation for Perl and its modulesPerl
comes with a lot of documentation—more than you’d ever want to put on paper. You’d use a
couple of reams of paper and a lot of toner to print it all. We lost count after the documentation
got to be around 2,000 pages (on our virtual printer, so no trees harmed).There is a huge
amount of useful information in the documentation files, so it pays to be able to read them, but
even more than that, to find information in them. Part of the ability to find what you need is
knowledge, and part of it is tools.The perldoc readerThe perldoc command searches the Perl
tree for Perl modules (.pm) with embedded documentation, documentation-only .pod files (Item
82), and installed Perl programs. The perldoc command formats and displays the documentation
it finds. To start, read perldoc’s own documentation:In general, you give perldoc the name of the
documentation page you want to read. The perltoc is the table of contents that shows you all of
the page names:You might be interested in perlsyn, the page that discusses general Perl
syntax:If you want to read about Perl built-ins, you look in perlfunc:You should read through
perlfunc at least once just to see all that Perl has to offer. You don’t have to remember
everything, but you might later remember that Perl has a built-in to, say, interact with the /etc/
passwd file even if you don’t remember what that built-in is called. You’ll also notice that it’s
extremely annoying to scroll through the output to find the builtin that you need. If you know the
built-in that you want to read about, specify it along with the -f switch, which pulls out just the part
for that function:You can also read module documentation with perldoc; just give it the module
name:If you wonder where that module is installed, you can use the -l (letter ell) switch to get the



file location:If you want to see the raw source, use the -m switch:The Perl documentation comes
with several FAQ files that answer many common questions. You can read through them online,
but perldoc also has a nice feature to search them with the -q switch. If you wanted to find
answers that deal with random numbers, for example, you can try:Online documentationAs we
write this, is the best site for Perl documentation. It contains the core documentation that comes
with the last several versions Perl as HTML and PDF, and it’s smart enough to remember
documentation that you’ve looked at before.That site doesn’t have all of the module
documentation files, though. You can read those online at CPAN Search () or Kobes’s Search (),
both of which give you a Web interface to CPAN. Some people find this documentation so
convenient that they’ll read it before they check their local systems.CPAN Search is especially
useful in that it provides “Other tools,” a link that you’ll find on each module page. One of those
tools is a grep-like feature that lets you search the documentation inside a single distribution.
That can be quite handy for tracking down the file giving you an error message, for
instance.AnnoCPAN () is another site for module documentation. On this site, any person can
annotate the docs, leaving notes for the module authors or other people. This is especially
handy when the documentation is missing information or has incorrect or incomplete
information.Local documentationYou can get some of the features of CPAN Search on your local
system. The CPAN::Mini::Webserver provides a way to browse your MiniCPAN (Item 66). If you
run an Apache Web server, the Apache::Perldoc module can act as your Web front end to the
perldoc command.The Pod::POM::Web module can also let you browse your local
documentation. You can set it up under Apache as a mod_perl handler, as a CGI script, or as its
own Web server:% perl -MPod::POM::Web -e "Pod::POM::Web->server"Things to remember•
Use perldoc to read Perl’s documentation.• Read uninstalled-module documentation on the
Web.• Set up a local documentation server to read local documentation with your Web
browser.Item 2. Enable new Perl features when you need themStarting with Perl 5.10, you must
explicitly enable new features. This ensures that the latest release of Perl can be backward
compatible while at the same time letting people start new work using all of the latest nifty
features.For instance, Perl 5.10 adds a say built-in that is just like print except that it adds the
trailing newline for you. Not only is your string a couple of characters shorter, but you don’t have
to double-quote the string just for the newline:If someone had already created their own say,
their program might break if they run it with Perl 5.10 using the now built-in with the same name.
Fortunately, Perl doesn’t enable new features by default:If you want the new features, you can
enable them with the new -E switch. It’s just like the -e that lets you specify your program text on
the command line, but it also brings in the all of the latest features for your version of Perl:You
can also enable the features inside the program text. With the use directive followed by a Perl
version, not only do you ensure that people run your program with a compatible version (Item
83), but you also enable the new features for that version:Starting with Perl 5.12, you can
automatically turn on strictures (Item 3) by requiring that version or later:Whenever we want to
use features specific to a version of Perl, we’ll include a similar line in the example to let you



know.Another way to pull in features is with the feature pragma, also introduced with Perl 5.10.
You can give it a “feature bundle” to tell it which set of features to enable:You might not want to
enable every new feature. You can control which new features you use with the feature pragma.
For instance, you can limit feature to activating only switch and say:It’s odd that you import
switch although Perl’s version of that idea uses the keywords given-when (Item 24). It’s a
holdover from C jargon.Things to remember• Starting with Perl 5.10, explicitly enable new
features if you want to use them.• Use the -E command-line switch to enable all new features.•
Use the use VERSION sequence to require at least that version of Perl and enable all new
features as of that version.Item 3. Enable strictures to promote better codingPerl is, by default, a
very permissive language. You can quickly throw together some statements with a minimum of
fuss. Perl takes care of most of the details with as little typing from you as possible. It’s a
feature.That permissiveness, however, isn’t so attractive a feature for larger programs where
you’d like Perl to help you manage your coding. The strict pragma makes Perl much less
permissive. In all of your Perl files, add this line:If you are using Perl 5.12 or later, you can
automatically enable strictures by requiring that version or later (Item 2):use 5.012; # use strict
enabled automaticallyBy enabling strictures, you’ve just caught most of the common errors that
programmers make. Most of the rest you can catch with warnings (Item 99). These features
might be annoying for a couple of weeks, but bit by bit your coding will improve, and strict will
become less-and-less annoying until you don’t even realize that it is there.If you’re translating
legacy code that is not strict-safe, you might start by enabling it on the command line to see all
of the errors before you commit to it:There are three parts to strictures: vars, subs, and refs.
Normally you use all three of them together, but we will cover them separately.Declare your
variablesMisspellings are an all-too-common source of errors in Perl programs. You put your
data in one variable, but then use the wrong variable name later. In the following example, you
read into @temp but then try to iterate through @tmp. You’re puzzled that you don’t see any
output, and no matter how much you look at the source, you can’t see the problem:The strict
vars pragma catches and prevents such errors by making you declare all of your variables in
some fashion. There are three ways you can declare a variable. You can declare it with my or
our:Use the full package specification:Or list variables in use vars:You never have to declare the
special variables—$_, %ENV, and so on. Additionally, strict ignores the global versions of $a
and $b, which are special for sort (Item 22). Any other variable that Perl sees triggers a fatal error
at compile time.Be careful with barewordsPerl’s default treatment of identifiers with no other
interpretation as strings (sometimes called “poetry mode”) is another potential source of errors
that are hard to spot by visual inspection. Can you spot the error in the following code?The
subscript i, which should have been $i, is interpreted as the string “i”, which is interpreted in this
context to have a numeric value of 0. Thus, the contents of $a[0] are printed ten times. Using
strict 'subs' turns off poetry mode and generates errors for inappropriately used identifiers:The
strict 'subs' pragma gets along with the sanctioned forms of bareword quoting—alone inside
hash-key braces, or to the left of the fat arrow:Avoid soft referencesThe strict refs pragma



disables soft references (Item 58). Soft references aren’t often a source of bugs, but they aren’t a
widely used feature either. They happen when you try to dereference something that is really a
string. Without strictures, Perl uses the value in the string as the name of the variable:Things to
remember• By default, Perl is a very permissive programming language.• Don’t make Perl guess
what you mean when you can be explicit.• Enable strict to let Perl catch common programming
problems.Item 4. Understand what sigils are telling youSigils are those funny characters you see
at the fronts of Perl variable names and in dereferencing, and are often the source of people’s
confusion about Perl syntax. Programmers confuse themselves because they guess at what
sigils tell them, read incorrect guesses about them on mailing lists, or have learned Perl from a
tarot-card reader. People are afraid of them when, in reality, sigils are their best friends.The sigil
is only very loosely related to the variable type itself. In fact, you don’t even need to have a
variable. Don’t think of them as variable type indicators at all.The $ means you are working with
a single value, which can be a scalar variable or a single element accessed in an array or
hash:The @ means you are working with multiple values, so you’ll use it with arrays or hashes,
since they are the only collection types Perl has:The % sign is a bit special. It means you’re
treating something as a hash, and there is only one variable type and access method that can
act as a hash, which is the whole hash itself:%hashPerl also has sigils for subroutines (&) and
typeglobs (*), but they are used only for those types, so we won’t bother with them here.Now
that you know not to use sigils to recognize variable types, how do you know what sort of
variable you’re looking at? There are three factors to consider: the sigil, the identifier, and
possible indexing syntax for arrays or hashes. You can see all three in a single-element access
to an array:The sigil is $, the identifier is name, and the indexing is [3]. You know that the variable
is name, and you know that it’s an array variable because that’s the only type that uses [ ] for
indexing. You do the same thing for hashes:You know that you are working with a hash variable
because you use the { } for indexing and because you use a string for the index. The $ tells you
only that this variable contains a single element from the hash.If you don’t see a single-element
access, you can determine the variable type by looking at the sigil:You also use sigils to
dereference anonymous scalars, arrays, and hashes. You use the same rules to figure out the
reference type (Item 59).Things to remember• Sigils relate to the data, not necessarily the
variable type.• The $ indicates a single element.• The @ indicates a list of elements.Item 5.
Know your variable namespacesThere are seven separate kinds of package variables or
variable-like elements in Perl: scalar variables, array variables, hash variables, subroutine
names, format names, filehandles, and directory handles.Each of these different kinds of
package variables has its own namespace. Changing the value of one kind of variable does not
in any way affect the value of another kind of variable with the same name. For example, the
scalar variable $a is independent of the array variable @a:Also, each package in a Perl program
defines its own set of namespaces. For example, $a in package main is independent of $a in
package foo:You have to look to the right as well as the left of an identifier, as Perl does, to
determine what kind of variable the identifier refers to. For example, the syntax for accessing



single elements of arrays and hashes begins with $, not @ or %. The $ means that the result is a
scalar value, not that you are referring to a scalar variable (Item 4):Not all variable-like items in
Perl are prefixed with punctuation characters. Subroutine names can be prefixed with
ampersand (&), but the ampersand is generally optional. The parentheses around subroutine
arguments can also be omitted in some cases, as in the following example.Define a subroutine
named “hi” to see the different ways you can call it:You can call the subroutine using the “old-
style” syntax, including the ampersand and the parentheses:This style isn’t seen as often in new
code. Instead, you’ll see subroutines called with only parentheses:The parentheses give perl
enough information to know that hi is a subroutine. If hi has been declared or defined before you
use it, even the parentheses are optional:print hi "Fred";Filehandles, format names, and
directory handles are not prefixed with punctuation characters, but are recognized in context.
The filehandle, directory handle, and format name are independent of one another, even though
they are all named TEST:If this seems like it can get confusing, it can. Luckily, it is now common
for people to store filehandles and directory handles in objects, thanks to IO::File and
IO::Dir.Things to remember• Each variable type has its own namespace.• Different types of
variables with the same name don’t affect each other.• Variables in different packages can have
the same name but not affect each other.Item 6. Know the difference between string and
numeric comparisonsPerl has two completely different sets of comparison operators, one for
comparing strings and one for comparing numbers. It’s worthwhile to know the difference and to
keep them straight, since using the wrong comparison operator can be a source of hard-to-find
bugs.The operators used to compare strings use letters and look like words, or like FORTRAN.
Strings are compared character-by-character—that is, by comparing the values of the
characters in the strings (or by the current locale, if you have use locale), including case,
spaces, and the like:Numeric comparison operators use punctuation and look like algebra, or
like C:String-comparison operators should not be used for comparing numbers since they don’t
compare numbers properly (unless your definition of “properly” puts “10” before “2”). The same
applies for numeric operators used to compare strings:The kind of mistake this leads to is
conditionals that are true when you don’t want them to be since both operands turn into
numbers:Perl’s sort operator uses string comparisons by default. Don’t use string comparisons
to sort numbers (Item 22)!One way around the confusion of eq and == is to avoid both of them.
Instead of getting it right, let Perl think about it for you by using the smart match operator, ~~
(Item 23). It looks on either side and figures out what to do. It also uses the idea of “numish”
strings—strings that look like numbers.These comparisons are really numeric comparisons
because the smart match sees a number on the righthand side, or it sees a number on the
lefthand side and a numish string on the righthand side, causing the comparison to be
performed with the == operator:Otherwise, the smart match will make a string comparison using
the eq operator:This can be a little tricky. Numish strings on both sides are still a string
comparison (eq operator):You need to be careful when you use variables with smart match,
since their history in the program matters. If you previously did something to $var to trigger a



conversion (Item 8), you might get unexpected results as the smart match chooses the wrong
comparison type. In the following cases, you start with a string but convert it to a number by
using it with a numeric operator, forcing a numeric comparison with the == operator:However, if
you start with a number but make it into a string, Perl sees it only as a string and forces eq
semantics on it.Things to remember• Remember that strings and numbers compare and sort
differently.• Use the letter comparison operators to compare strings.• Use the symbol
comparison operators to compare numbers.Item 7. Know which values are false and test them
accordinglySince numeric and string data in Perl have the same scalar type, and since Boolean
operations can be applied to any scalar value, Perl’s test for logical truth has to work for both
numbers and strings.The basic test is this: 0, '0', undef, and '' (the empty string) are false.
Everything else is true.More precisely, when you use a quantity in Boolean context (a term
sometimes used to refer to conditionals in control expressions, such as the ?: operator, ||, and
&&), it is first converted to a string (Item 8). Perl then tests the string result. If the result is the
empty string, or a string consisting exactly of the single character '0', the result is false.
Otherwise, the result is true. Note that this rule means that undef will evaluate as false, since it
always looks like 0 or the empty string to everything except the defined operator.This generally
works very well. If problems arise, it’s probably because you tested a quantity to see if it is false
when really you should have tested to see if it is defined:That glob works well almost all of the
time. Each time through the loop, the glob('*') produces another filename from the current
directory, which goes into $file. Once glob has gone through all the filenames in the directory, it
returns undef, which appears to be the empty string and therefore false, causing the while loop
to terminate.There is one problem, though. If there is a file named 0 in the current directory, it
also appears to be false, causing the loop to terminate early. To avoid this, use the defined
operator to test specifically for undef:The situation is exactly the same for the line-input operator,
<>, although Perl does this for you automatically. It looks like you’re testing the line from STDIN
in this while:However, this is a special case in which Perl automatically converts to check $_ for
definedness:You can verify this for yourself with B::Deparse, which undoes the result of perl’s
compilation so you can see what it thought of your code:If you want to use another variable to
hold the line you just read, you have to do the defined check yourself:The end of the arrayThe
mere fact that an array element is not defined doesn’t mean that you’ve gone beyond the bounds
of the array. Normally, Perl is very tolerant of out-of-bounds accesses that make other languages
cranky:It’s perfectly fine to have an undef value in the middle of an array, too:You don’t want to
use the value to decide whether you have gone through each element of the array:Instead,
ensure that you go through all of the elements by using foreach, and skip those that aren’t
defined:If you need to know the last element of the array, don’t look for undef values. The $#cats
syntax gives you the last element.Hash valuesYou may also need to use a different testing
strategy to check whether an element is present inside a hash, as undef is a perfectly
acceptable value in a hash. Suppose %hash is undefined to start. Checking for the key foo
results in false as a value, with defined, and with exists:Once you assign to a key, even with a



false or undefined value, the key exists:Assigning a defined value, even if it is false, makes the
value defined:Before you test hash-element access, figure out what you really want to test.
There isn’t one right answer; it depends on how you want to handle the value.Things to
remember• There are four false values: undef, '', 0, and '0'.• Everything other than the four false
values is true.• Ensure you test for the type of value that you want, not just truth.Item 8.
Understand conversions between strings and numbersPerl’s scalar variables can contain either
string or numeric data. They can also contain both at the same time, usually as the result of
converting string data to a number, or vice versa.Perl automatically converts values from
numeric to string representation, or vice versa, as required. For example, if a string appears next
to a numeric operator like +, Perl converts the string value to a number before proceeding with
the arithmetic. If a number is the object of a pattern match, Perl first converts the number to a
string.Places where Perl expects strings are called string contexts, and places where Perl
expects numbers are called numeric contexts. These are nice terms to know, but we won’t use
them very often in this book, since it rarely makes any real difference.The function Perl uses to
convert numbers to strings is the C standard library’s sprintf() with a format of "%.20g". If you
need to use a particular format, use Perl’s sprintf:my $n = sprintf "%10.4e", 3.1415927; #
"3.1416e+00"The function used for converting strings to numbers is the C standard library’s
atof(). Any leading white space is ignored. Perl uses whatever leading part of the string appears
number-like and ignores the rest. Perl converts anything that doesn’t look like a number to 0. For
example:The conversion process does not recognize octal or hexadecimal. Use the oct operator
to convert octal or hexadecimal strings:When Perl automatically converts a number to a string or
vice versa, it keeps both representations until the value of the variable is changed.Strings and
numbers at the same timeUsually, it does not matter whether a variable contains a string or a
numeric value, but there are a few occasions when it does. For example, the bitwise numeric
operators act on the whole numeric value if applied to a number, but character-wise if applied to
a string:You can see this at work with the Devel::Peek module. Start with a string that has a value
that partially converts to a number, and then use it in a numerical operation (without changing
it):The Dump output shows you what Perl is tracking. Although we’re not going to get into Perl
internals, you can see that before the conversion, Perl has a PV slot where it stores the actual
string value. After the conversion, it also has IV and NV slots where it stores the converted
numeric value:The error variable $! is an example of a variable with a “magic” property. It returns
the value of the system variable errno when it is used in a numeric context, but it returns the
string from the perror() function (or some equivalent for your system) in a string context:This
issue also affects the smart match operator (Item 23) that is implicitly used by given-when (Item
24). Since the smart match guesses what sort of comparison it needs to do, it might make
unexpected choices. In this example, you test two strings using the smart match operator,
expecting that it will match only the same string:The output shows that the strings match only
exactly themselves:137 matches '137' 137 matches ' 137'However, a slight modification to the
program changes the results. If you use the string in an arithmetic expression, even without



changing the string explicitly, the smart match does a numeric comparison instead of a string
comparison:Now you get more matches than you expect:137 matches '137'137 matches '
137' 137 matches '137' 137 matches ' 137'Create your own dualvarYou don’t need to use Perl’s
internal conversion to create “dualvars”—variables that have different string and numeric values
depending on context. Here’s a subroutine that returns both a numeric error code and an error
string, all in one normal scalar value:The variable $return_value keeps its distinct numeric and
string values until you change it. However, now that you know this, don’t start using it
everywhere. Save it for very special situations, like impressing people at conferences and
cocktail parties.Things to remember• Perl uses a scalar as a string or number based on
context.• Perl converts a string to a number using its best guess.• If a string doesn’t look like a
number, Perl converts it to 0.Item 9. Know the difference between lists and arraysLists and
arrays are different things. If you can recognize when you have one or the other, along with the
rules that apply to each, you’ll be far ahead of most people (and even most Perl books, for that
matter). Some of the most powerful idioms in Perl depend on this difference.A list is an ordered
collection of scalars. You can construct lists yourself, get them as return values from built-ins and
subroutines, or extract them from other lists.An array is a variable that contains a list, but isn’t the
list itself. It’s a container for the list.Part of the confusion comes from a shared syntax. You can
extract single elements from both a list and an array using the same syntax:You can also slice
both a list and an array with the same syntax:The comma operatorAlthough you can have an
array, which is a variable, in a scalar context, there’s no such thing as a list in scalar context. If
you use an array in a scalar context, you get the number of elements in the array:A list is always
only a list. It has no scalar interpretation. Consider how you construct a list. You separate a
series of scalars with the comma operator (yes, it’s an operator):Is that a list? Well, you really
don’t know yet. You have to use that series of scalars in an expression that expects a list.
Assigning it to an array or using it in a foreach loop provides a list context:(The qw() quoting
doesn’t change anything. It’s just a syntactic shortcut.)What if you assign the same literal text to
a scalar variable? Do you have a list then? What shows up in $scalar?Many people guess that
$scalar gets the value 3 because they think they have a three-item list. But they don’t have a list
on the righthand side; they have a series of scalars separated by the comma operator. The
comma operator in scalar context returns its rightmost element. Perl assigns the value Roscoe to
$scalar.People mess up this concept because they test it incorrectly. What’s a common list to
try?In this case, the number of scalars on the righthand side just happens to be the same as the
last element on the righthand side, but you still do not have a list.Assignment in list
contextAnother dark corner of Perl is the assignment operator. Most people think they
understand it, but don’t realize that it has a result just like any other operator. In list context, the
assignment operator returns the number of elements on the righthand side. It doesn’t assign
that; it’s just the return value, which hardly anyone ever uses for anything:my $elements = my
@array = localtime;The assignment operator is right associative, so the rightmost assignment
operator does its work first, assigning the list produced by localtime to @array. This part of the



operation has its own result that it then assigns to $elements. If you had written it with grouping
parentheses to show the order of the operation, it would look like:my $elements = ( my @array =
localtime );The rule at work is that a list assignment in scalar context returns the number of
elements on the righthand side of the assignment. It’s true; read about it in perlop. This is such
an important concept that you should read it again: A list assignment in scalar context returns
the number of elements on the righthand side.Knowing this rule, you can use it to your
advantage. If you want to count the number of elements from something that produces a list, you
first assign it to a list, then assign that to a scalar, just as in the previous localtime example.
However, since the rule is right associative, you can actually provide no elements in the list in the
middle that you are assigning to:Sometimes this is known as the goatse operator and written
without spaces so it resembles a goat’s head (or maybe something else):This comes in handy
when you want to count the number of elements a global match or a split would produce without
doing anything with those elements. You assign to the empty list to set the context, then save the
result of the assignment:my $count =()= m/(...)/g;my $count =()= split /:/, $line;Things to
remember• A list is a collection of scalars.• An array is a container variable that stores a list.•
Although many operations look the same for lists and arrays, some are different.Item 10. Don’t
assign undef when you want an empty arrayUninitialized scalar variables in Perl have the value
undef, a special value that stands for the absence of value. You can reset scalar variables to their
uninitialized state by assigning undef to them or by using the undef() function:Uninitialized array
variables, however, have the value (), the empty list. If you assign undef to an array variable,
what you actually get is a list of one element containing undef. Don’t assign undef to an array
variable! Since a single-element list evaluates to true in Perl, even if that single element is undef,
you can create some hard-to-find problems in your code:The simplest way to avoid this is to
assign the empty list () to array variables when you want to clear them:You can also use the
undef function:The defined operator is the only way to distinguish undef from 0 or the empty
string ''. The defined operator will work on any value, and will return true as long as the variable
is not undefined:You can assign undef to an element of an array, but that doesn’t change the
size of the array, it just replaces the value for a given element or set of elements, creating a
potentially sparse array:You can eat up quite a bit of memory by adding undefined values to an
array:@sparse[ 0 .. 99 ] = ();Note that undef is a perfectly reasonable element value. You cannot
shorten an array by assigning undef values to elements at the end of the array.my @a = 1 .. 10;
$a[9] = undef;print scalar(@a), "\n"; # "10"To actually shorten an array without assigning a whole
new value to it, you must use one of the array operators like pop:Or splice:Or assign to
$#array_name:As with arrays, you cannot undefine a hash by assigning undef to it. In fact,
assigning any list with an odd number of elements to a hash results in a warning message:You
can assign the empty list () to create an empty hash:Or you can use the undef operator to reset
the hash to a pristine state.As with arrays, you cannot shorten or remove elements from a hash
by assigning undef values to them. In order to remove elements from a hash you must use the
delete operator, which you can use on hash slices as well as single elements:Things to



remember• Remember that undef is a scalar value.• Don’t assign undef to an array to clear it out;
it makes a one-element list.• Use exists to check whether a key is in a hash; don’t trust its
value.Item 11. Avoid a slice when you want an elementIs @a[1] an array element or an array
slice? It’s a slice. One of the counterintuitive factors encountered by people just beginning to
learn Perl is the difference between array elements and array slices. Even after you know the
difference, it’s not hard to accidentally type @ instead of $.An introductory book or course about
Perl will typically begin by telling you that scalar variable names begin with $ and array variable
names begin with @. This is, of course, a gross oversimplification (Item 4).To access element $n
of array @a, you use the syntax $a[$n], not @a[$n]. This may seem peculiar. However, it is a
consistent syntax. Scalar values, not variables, begin with $, even when those values come from
an array or hash.Therefore, @a[$n] doesn’t mean element $n of array @a. Rather, it is something
different, called a slice. A slice is a shortcut way of accessing several elements at once. Instead
of repeating the same variable with different indexes:my @giant = qw( fee fie foe fum );my
@queue = ( $giant[1], $giant[2] );You can use a slice to accomplish the same task in a much
easier-to-read manner:You can even use an array to provide indexing:Now, @a[1] is as much a
slice as are @a[1, 2], @a[2, 10], @a[5, 3, 1], @a[3..7], and so on: @a[1] is a list, not a scalar
value. It is just a list of one element.Watch out for single-element slices. They are dangerous
critters if not used properly. A slice used in a scalar context returns the last value in the slice,
which makes single-element slices work like scalar values in some cases. For example:my $jolly
= @giant[3];Probably what was intended here was my $jolly = $giant[3]. The single-element slice
@giant[3] is still okay, sort of, since @giant[3] in a scalar context evaluates to its last (and in this
case only) element, $giant[3].Although single-element slices work somewhat like array elements
on the righthand side of assignments, they behave very differently on the lefthand side of
assignments. Since a single-element slice is a list, an assignment to a single element slice is a
list assignment, and therefore, the righthand side of the assignment is evaluated in a list
context.If you have warnings turned on (and why don’t you? Item 99), Perl warns you about this
case:Though the result of the operation is what you expected, assigning “fum” to $jolly, it was not
for the right reason. Because of this, you get a warning message that tells you that you might
have an unintended use of a slice:Lvalue slicesA slice has all the characteristics of a list of
variable names on the lefthand side of an assignment. You can even use it on the lefthand side
of an assignment expression, or in other places where lvalues are required. Using named
variables rather than a slice for a lefthand expression looks very different, but accomplishes the
same task:Unintentionally evaluating an operator in a list context can produce dramatic (and
unfortunate) results. A good example is the line-input operator, which assigned to a slice or even
assigned in list context causes the entirety of STDIN to be evaluated immediately:This reads all
the lines from standard input, assigns the first one to element 0 of @info, and ignores the rest!
Assigning <STDIN> to @info[0] evaluates <STDIN> in a list context. In a list context, <STDIN>
reads all the lines from standard input and returns them as a list.Don’t confuse slices and
elementsOne more difference between slices and elements is that the expression in the



brackets of an element access is evaluated in a scalar context, whereas for slices it is evaluated
in a list context. This leads to another example of bizarre behavior that is more difficult to
explain.Suppose you want to add a line containing 'EOF' to the end of the array @text. You could
write this as $text[@text] = 'EOF'. What if you write @text[@text] instead? You’ll end up making a
seriously wrong, but very innocent-looking, mistake:Perl interprets the array @text inside the
brackets in a list context. In a scalar context it returns the number of elements in @text, but in a
list context it returns the contents of the array itself. The result is a slice with as many elements
are there are lines.The contents of the lines are interpreted as integer indices—if they’re text
they will likely all turn out to be zero, so the slice will look like @text[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ...]. Then EOF is
assigned to the first element of the slice, and undef to all the rest, which means that this will
probably just overwrite the first element of @text with undef, leaving everything else alone.What
a mess!Get in the habit of looking for single-element slices like @a[0] in your programs. Single-
element slices are generally not what you want (though they’re handy for tricks now and then),
and a single-element slice on the lefthand side of an assignment is almost certainly wrong.
Perl::Critic (Item 112) is a tool that can help you find these cases.Slicing for fun and
profitBeginning Perl programmers generally do not (intentionally) use slices, except to select
elements from a resulting list:However, slices can be put to some pretty interesting (and weird)
uses. For example, here are two slightly different ways to reverse elements 5 through 9 of
@list:@list[ 5 .. 9 ] = reverse @list[ 5 .. 9 ];@list[ reverse 5 .. 9 ] = @list[ 5 .. 9 ];Slices provide a
handy way to swap two elements:Use slices to reorder arraysSlices are also used in sorting
(Item 22).Given two parallel arrays @uid and @name, this example sorts @name according to
the numerical contents of @uid. The sort orders the indices in @name, uses that sorted list as a
slice, then assigns the slice back to @name:@name = @name[ sort { $uid[$a] <=> $uid[$b] } 0 ..
$#name ];Although this works, it’s not a particularly nice thing to do to your coworkers.Create
hashes quickly and easilyYou can use hash slices to create hashes from two lists, to overlay the
contents of one hash onto another, and to subtract one hash from another.Creating a hash with
26 elements keyed “A” through “Z” with values of 1 through 26 is easy:@char_num{ 'A' .. 'Z' } =
1 .. 26;Overlaying all of the matching elements from an existing hash with those from a new one,
while also adding any elements that exist only in the new hash, is simple:@old{ keys %new } =
values %new;This task can be accomplished more tersely, but also less efficiently:%old =
( %old, %new );“Subtracting” one hash from another is just a matter of deleting from a hash
using a list of keys:delete @name{ keys %invalid };The preceding one-line statement replaces
the more wordy:Things to remember• Use a slice to select multiple elements from a list, array, or
hash.• Don’t use a slice when you know you need exactly one element.• Remember that an
lvalue slice imposes list context on the righthand side.Item 12. Understand context and how it
affects operationsLarry Wall, Perl’s creator, is a linguist at heart, and his creation reflects that.
Just as two people talking to each other rely on their shared context to understand the
conversation, Perl uses information about the operators to decide how to handle the data. Pay
more attention to what you are doing than what you are doing it to.You can also make your own



context-sensitive code (Item 45).Number and string contextIn Perl, context tells operations how
to treat data and evaluate expressions. Sometimes this context is completely determined by the
operator. The arithmetic operators treat data as numbers, while the string operators treat data as
strings:my $result = '123' + '345'; # 468my $result = 123 . 345; # '123456'You must use the
correct operator in comparisons (Item 6). If you try to compare numbers as strings, you can get
funny results. As a string, '12' is less than '2' because the string comparators work character-by-
character, and '1' is less than '2':if ( '12' lt '2' ) { print "12 is less than 2!\n"; }Likewise, comparing
strings with numeric comparators may give you puzzling results. As numbers, foo and bar both
convert to 0 (Item 8), so they are numerically equal:if ( 'foo' == 'bar' ) { print "Oh noes! foo is bar!
\n" }Scalar and list contextPerl enforces scalar context when the operation expects to work with
single items. It enforces list context when the operation expects to work with multiple items.The
additive operators (numeric and string) are scalar operators because they expect single items
on either side:1 + 2'foo' . 'bar'List operators expect to work with multiple elements. The print
operator takes a list of items and outputs them:print reverse( 1 .. 10 ), "\n";The while condition is
in scalar context, but the foreach condition is in list context, because that is the way they are
defined:This means that the two do different things with the line-input operator. Consider
iterating over a filehandle to process lines, stopping once you find the __END__ token. With a
while loop, you read one line per iteration, and when you are done with the loop, you can still
read another line from that filehandle:If you used foreach, you would have a problem. Since
foreach imposes list context, it reads all of STDIN, leaving no lines to read after you are done,
even though you stop the loop early:It’s normally bad form to read in lines before you need them,
so it is generally better to use while anyway.Context by assignmentThe assignment operator
supplies context. It knows whether it is going to assign to a single element or a list of elements. If
the assignment operator knows it is assigning to a list, it supplies list context to its righthand
side. All of these are list assignments:Note that a list of a single element, like my ($n), is just as
good as a list with any other number of items. It’s still a list. The parentheses around the scalars
make it a list operation even when there is a single scalar.Assigning to a bare scalar (no
surrounding parentheses on the lefthand side) supplies scalar context.my $single_line =
<STDIN>; # read only one lineThat can be really tricky sometimes. What is $n in this case?my
$n = ( 'a', 'b', 'c' ); # $n is 'c'To understand this odd result, know the difference between lists and
arrays (Item 9).Void contextThere is also a void context, in which you call a subroutine or use an
operator but don’t save or use the result:1. The Basics of PerlIf you are experienced in other
languages but new to Perl, you are probably still discovering Perl’s idiosyncrasies. This section
deals with some of those idiosyncrasies. In particular, it addresses those that can bedevil newly
minted Perl programmers who are still attuned to other languages.For example, you should
already know that a Perl variable is generally made up of some mark of punctuation like $ or @
followed by an identifier. But do you know whether different types of variables with the same
name, such as $a and @a, are completely independent of one another? They are (see Item 5 in
this chapter).You should know that @a is an array, but do you know the difference between $a[$i]



and @a[$i]? The latter is a slice (Item 9).You should know that the number 0 is false, and that the
empty string, '', is false, but do you know whether the string consisting of a single space, ' ', is
false? It’s true (Item 7).Perl has many other interesting quirks that reflect its heritage of stealing
the best from many other languages, with the addition of some uncommon ideas from its linguist
creator, Larry Wall. Once you start to think as Perl thinks, however, these quirks make much
more sense.If you are an experienced Perl programmer, these basic items will be mostly review
for you. However, you may find some interesting details that you haven’t caught before, or
perhaps other ways to explain concepts to your colleagues.Item 1. Find the documentation for
Perl and its modulesPerl comes with a lot of documentation—more than you’d ever want to put
on paper. You’d use a couple of reams of paper and a lot of toner to print it all. We lost count after
the documentation got to be around 2,000 pages (on our virtual printer, so no trees
harmed).There is a huge amount of useful information in the documentation files, so it pays to be
able to read them, but even more than that, to find information in them. Part of the ability to find
what you need is knowledge, and part of it is tools.The perldoc readerThe perldoc command
searches the Perl tree for Perl modules (.pm) with embedded documentation, documentation-
only .pod files (Item 82), and installed Perl programs. The perldoc command formats and
displays the documentation it finds. To start, read perldoc’s own documentation:In general, you
give perldoc the name of the documentation page you want to read. The perltoc is the table of
contents that shows you all of the page names:You might be interested in perlsyn, the page that
discusses general Perl syntax:If you want to read about Perl built-ins, you look in perlfunc:You
should read through perlfunc at least once just to see all that Perl has to offer. You don’t have to
remember everything, but you might later remember that Perl has a built-in to, say, interact with
the /etc/passwd file even if you don’t remember what that built-in is called. You’ll also notice that
it’s extremely annoying to scroll through the output to find the builtin that you need. If you know
the built-in that you want to read about, specify it along with the -f switch, which pulls out just the
part for that function:You can also read module documentation with perldoc; just give it the
module name:If you wonder where that module is installed, you can use the -l (letter ell) switch
to get the file location:If you want to see the raw source, use the -m switch:The Perl
documentation comes with several FAQ files that answer many common questions. You can
read through them online, but perldoc also has a nice feature to search them with the -q switch.
If you wanted to find answers that deal with random numbers, for example, you can try:Online
documentationAs we write this, is the best site for Perl documentation. It contains the core
documentation that comes with the last several versions Perl as HTML and PDF, and it’s smart
enough to remember documentation that you’ve looked at before.That site doesn’t have all of
the module documentation files, though. You can read those online at CPAN Search () or
Kobes’s Search (), both of which give you a Web interface to CPAN. Some people find this
documentation so convenient that they’ll read it before they check their local systems.CPAN
Search is especially useful in that it provides “Other tools,” a link that you’ll find on each module
page. One of those tools is a grep-like feature that lets you search the documentation inside a



single distribution. That can be quite handy for tracking down the file giving you an error
message, for instance.AnnoCPAN () is another site for module documentation. On this site, any
person can annotate the docs, leaving notes for the module authors or other people. This is
especially handy when the documentation is missing information or has incorrect or incomplete
information.Local documentationYou can get some of the features of CPAN Search on your local
system. The CPAN::Mini::Webserver provides a way to browse your MiniCPAN (Item 66). If you
run an Apache Web server, the Apache::Perldoc module can act as your Web front end to the
perldoc command.The Pod::POM::Web module can also let you browse your local
documentation. You can set it up under Apache as a mod_perl handler, as a CGI script, or as its
own Web server:% perl -MPod::POM::Web -e "Pod::POM::Web->server"Things to remember•
Use perldoc to read Perl’s documentation.• Read uninstalled-module documentation on the
Web.• Set up a local documentation server to read local documentation with your Web
browser.Item 2. Enable new Perl features when you need themStarting with Perl 5.10, you must
explicitly enable new features. This ensures that the latest release of Perl can be backward
compatible while at the same time letting people start new work using all of the latest nifty
features.For instance, Perl 5.10 adds a say built-in that is just like print except that it adds the
trailing newline for you. Not only is your string a couple of characters shorter, but you don’t have
to double-quote the string just for the newline:If someone had already created their own say,
their program might break if they run it with Perl 5.10 using the now built-in with the same name.
Fortunately, Perl doesn’t enable new features by default:If you want the new features, you can
enable them with the new -E switch. It’s just like the -e that lets you specify your program text on
the command line, but it also brings in the all of the latest features for your version of Perl:You
can also enable the features inside the program text. With the use directive followed by a Perl
version, not only do you ensure that people run your program with a compatible version (Item
83), but you also enable the new features for that version:Starting with Perl 5.12, you can
automatically turn on strictures (Item 3) by requiring that version or later:Whenever we want to
use features specific to a version of Perl, we’ll include a similar line in the example to let you
know.Another way to pull in features is with the feature pragma, also introduced with Perl 5.10.
You can give it a “feature bundle” to tell it which set of features to enable:You might not want to
enable every new feature. You can control which new features you use with the feature pragma.
For instance, you can limit feature to activating only switch and say:It’s odd that you import
switch although Perl’s version of that idea uses the keywords given-when (Item 24). It’s a
holdover from C jargon.Things to remember• Starting with Perl 5.10, explicitly enable new
features if you want to use them.• Use the -E command-line switch to enable all new features.•
Use the use VERSION sequence to require at least that version of Perl and enable all new
features as of that version.Item 3. Enable strictures to promote better codingPerl is, by default, a
very permissive language. You can quickly throw together some statements with a minimum of
fuss. Perl takes care of most of the details with as little typing from you as possible. It’s a
feature.That permissiveness, however, isn’t so attractive a feature for larger programs where



you’d like Perl to help you manage your coding. The strict pragma makes Perl much less
permissive. In all of your Perl files, add this line:If you are using Perl 5.12 or later, you can
automatically enable strictures by requiring that version or later (Item 2):use 5.012; # use strict
enabled automaticallyBy enabling strictures, you’ve just caught most of the common errors that
programmers make. Most of the rest you can catch with warnings (Item 99). These features
might be annoying for a couple of weeks, but bit by bit your coding will improve, and strict will
become less-and-less annoying until you don’t even realize that it is there.If you’re translating
legacy code that is not strict-safe, you might start by enabling it on the command line to see all
of the errors before you commit to it:There are three parts to strictures: vars, subs, and refs.
Normally you use all three of them together, but we will cover them separately.Declare your
variablesMisspellings are an all-too-common source of errors in Perl programs. You put your
data in one variable, but then use the wrong variable name later. In the following example, you
read into @temp but then try to iterate through @tmp. You’re puzzled that you don’t see any
output, and no matter how much you look at the source, you can’t see the problem:The strict
vars pragma catches and prevents such errors by making you declare all of your variables in
some fashion. There are three ways you can declare a variable. You can declare it with my or
our:Use the full package specification:Or list variables in use vars:You never have to declare the
special variables—$_, %ENV, and so on. Additionally, strict ignores the global versions of $a
and $b, which are special for sort (Item 22). Any other variable that Perl sees triggers a fatal error
at compile time.Be careful with barewordsPerl’s default treatment of identifiers with no other
interpretation as strings (sometimes called “poetry mode”) is another potential source of errors
that are hard to spot by visual inspection. Can you spot the error in the following code?The
subscript i, which should have been $i, is interpreted as the string “i”, which is interpreted in this
context to have a numeric value of 0. Thus, the contents of $a[0] are printed ten times. Using
strict 'subs' turns off poetry mode and generates errors for inappropriately used identifiers:The
strict 'subs' pragma gets along with the sanctioned forms of bareword quoting—alone inside
hash-key braces, or to the left of the fat arrow:Avoid soft referencesThe strict refs pragma
disables soft references (Item 58). Soft references aren’t often a source of bugs, but they aren’t a
widely used feature either. They happen when you try to dereference something that is really a
string. Without strictures, Perl uses the value in the string as the name of the variable:Things to
remember• By default, Perl is a very permissive programming language.• Don’t make Perl guess
what you mean when you can be explicit.• Enable strict to let Perl catch common programming
problems.Item 4. Understand what sigils are telling youSigils are those funny characters you see
at the fronts of Perl variable names and in dereferencing, and are often the source of people’s
confusion about Perl syntax. Programmers confuse themselves because they guess at what
sigils tell them, read incorrect guesses about them on mailing lists, or have learned Perl from a
tarot-card reader. People are afraid of them when, in reality, sigils are their best friends.The sigil
is only very loosely related to the variable type itself. In fact, you don’t even need to have a
variable. Don’t think of them as variable type indicators at all.The $ means you are working with



a single value, which can be a scalar variable or a single element accessed in an array or
hash:The @ means you are working with multiple values, so you’ll use it with arrays or hashes,
since they are the only collection types Perl has:The % sign is a bit special. It means you’re
treating something as a hash, and there is only one variable type and access method that can
act as a hash, which is the whole hash itself:%hashPerl also has sigils for subroutines (&) and
typeglobs (*), but they are used only for those types, so we won’t bother with them here.Now
that you know not to use sigils to recognize variable types, how do you know what sort of
variable you’re looking at? There are three factors to consider: the sigil, the identifier, and
possible indexing syntax for arrays or hashes. You can see all three in a single-element access
to an array:The sigil is $, the identifier is name, and the indexing is [3]. You know that the variable
is name, and you know that it’s an array variable because that’s the only type that uses [ ] for
indexing. You do the same thing for hashes:You know that you are working with a hash variable
because you use the { } for indexing and because you use a string for the index. The $ tells you
only that this variable contains a single element from the hash.If you don’t see a single-element
access, you can determine the variable type by looking at the sigil:You also use sigils to
dereference anonymous scalars, arrays, and hashes. You use the same rules to figure out the
reference type (Item 59).Things to remember• Sigils relate to the data, not necessarily the
variable type.• The $ indicates a single element.• The @ indicates a list of elements.Item 5.
Know your variable namespacesThere are seven separate kinds of package variables or
variable-like elements in Perl: scalar variables, array variables, hash variables, subroutine
names, format names, filehandles, and directory handles.Each of these different kinds of
package variables has its own namespace. Changing the value of one kind of variable does not
in any way affect the value of another kind of variable with the same name. For example, the
scalar variable $a is independent of the array variable @a:Also, each package in a Perl program
defines its own set of namespaces. For example, $a in package main is independent of $a in
package foo:You have to look to the right as well as the left of an identifier, as Perl does, to
determine what kind of variable the identifier refers to. For example, the syntax for accessing
single elements of arrays and hashes begins with $, not @ or %. The $ means that the result is a
scalar value, not that you are referring to a scalar variable (Item 4):Not all variable-like items in
Perl are prefixed with punctuation characters. Subroutine names can be prefixed with
ampersand (&), but the ampersand is generally optional. The parentheses around subroutine
arguments can also be omitted in some cases, as in the following example.Define a subroutine
named “hi” to see the different ways you can call it:You can call the subroutine using the “old-
style” syntax, including the ampersand and the parentheses:This style isn’t seen as often in new
code. Instead, you’ll see subroutines called with only parentheses:The parentheses give perl
enough information to know that hi is a subroutine. If hi has been declared or defined before you
use it, even the parentheses are optional:print hi "Fred";Filehandles, format names, and
directory handles are not prefixed with punctuation characters, but are recognized in context.
The filehandle, directory handle, and format name are independent of one another, even though



they are all named TEST:If this seems like it can get confusing, it can. Luckily, it is now common
for people to store filehandles and directory handles in objects, thanks to IO::File and
IO::Dir.Things to remember• Each variable type has its own namespace.• Different types of
variables with the same name don’t affect each other.• Variables in different packages can have
the same name but not affect each other.Item 6. Know the difference between string and
numeric comparisonsPerl has two completely different sets of comparison operators, one for
comparing strings and one for comparing numbers. It’s worthwhile to know the difference and to
keep them straight, since using the wrong comparison operator can be a source of hard-to-find
bugs.The operators used to compare strings use letters and look like words, or like FORTRAN.
Strings are compared character-by-character—that is, by comparing the values of the
characters in the strings (or by the current locale, if you have use locale), including case,
spaces, and the like:Numeric comparison operators use punctuation and look like algebra, or
like C:String-comparison operators should not be used for comparing numbers since they don’t
compare numbers properly (unless your definition of “properly” puts “10” before “2”). The same
applies for numeric operators used to compare strings:The kind of mistake this leads to is
conditionals that are true when you don’t want them to be since both operands turn into
numbers:Perl’s sort operator uses string comparisons by default. Don’t use string comparisons
to sort numbers (Item 22)!One way around the confusion of eq and == is to avoid both of them.
Instead of getting it right, let Perl think about it for you by using the smart match operator, ~~
(Item 23). It looks on either side and figures out what to do. It also uses the idea of “numish”
strings—strings that look like numbers.These comparisons are really numeric comparisons
because the smart match sees a number on the righthand side, or it sees a number on the
lefthand side and a numish string on the righthand side, causing the comparison to be
performed with the == operator:Otherwise, the smart match will make a string comparison using
the eq operator:This can be a little tricky. Numish strings on both sides are still a string
comparison (eq operator):You need to be careful when you use variables with smart match,
since their history in the program matters. If you previously did something to $var to trigger a
conversion (Item 8), you might get unexpected results as the smart match chooses the wrong
comparison type. In the following cases, you start with a string but convert it to a number by
using it with a numeric operator, forcing a numeric comparison with the == operator:However, if
you start with a number but make it into a string, Perl sees it only as a string and forces eq
semantics on it.Things to remember• Remember that strings and numbers compare and sort
differently.• Use the letter comparison operators to compare strings.• Use the symbol
comparison operators to compare numbers.Item 7. Know which values are false and test them
accordinglySince numeric and string data in Perl have the same scalar type, and since Boolean
operations can be applied to any scalar value, Perl’s test for logical truth has to work for both
numbers and strings.The basic test is this: 0, '0', undef, and '' (the empty string) are false.
Everything else is true.More precisely, when you use a quantity in Boolean context (a term
sometimes used to refer to conditionals in control expressions, such as the ?: operator, ||, and



&&), it is first converted to a string (Item 8). Perl then tests the string result. If the result is the
empty string, or a string consisting exactly of the single character '0', the result is false.
Otherwise, the result is true. Note that this rule means that undef will evaluate as false, since it
always looks like 0 or the empty string to everything except the defined operator.This generally
works very well. If problems arise, it’s probably because you tested a quantity to see if it is false
when really you should have tested to see if it is defined:That glob works well almost all of the
time. Each time through the loop, the glob('*') produces another filename from the current
directory, which goes into $file. Once glob has gone through all the filenames in the directory, it
returns undef, which appears to be the empty string and therefore false, causing the while loop
to terminate.There is one problem, though. If there is a file named 0 in the current directory, it
also appears to be false, causing the loop to terminate early. To avoid this, use the defined
operator to test specifically for undef:The situation is exactly the same for the line-input operator,
<>, although Perl does this for you automatically. It looks like you’re testing the line from STDIN
in this while:However, this is a special case in which Perl automatically converts to check $_ for
definedness:You can verify this for yourself with B::Deparse, which undoes the result of perl’s
compilation so you can see what it thought of your code:If you want to use another variable to
hold the line you just read, you have to do the defined check yourself:The end of the arrayThe
mere fact that an array element is not defined doesn’t mean that you’ve gone beyond the bounds
of the array. Normally, Perl is very tolerant of out-of-bounds accesses that make other languages
cranky:It’s perfectly fine to have an undef value in the middle of an array, too:You don’t want to
use the value to decide whether you have gone through each element of the array:Instead,
ensure that you go through all of the elements by using foreach, and skip those that aren’t
defined:If you need to know the last element of the array, don’t look for undef values. The $#cats
syntax gives you the last element.Hash valuesYou may also need to use a different testing
strategy to check whether an element is present inside a hash, as undef is a perfectly
acceptable value in a hash. Suppose %hash is undefined to start. Checking for the key foo
results in false as a value, with defined, and with exists:Once you assign to a key, even with a
false or undefined value, the key exists:Assigning a defined value, even if it is false, makes the
value defined:Before you test hash-element access, figure out what you really want to test.
There isn’t one right answer; it depends on how you want to handle the value.Things to
remember• There are four false values: undef, '', 0, and '0'.• Everything other than the four false
values is true.• Ensure you test for the type of value that you want, not just truth.Item 8.
Understand conversions between strings and numbersPerl’s scalar variables can contain either
string or numeric data. They can also contain both at the same time, usually as the result of
converting string data to a number, or vice versa.Perl automatically converts values from
numeric to string representation, or vice versa, as required. For example, if a string appears next
to a numeric operator like +, Perl converts the string value to a number before proceeding with
the arithmetic. If a number is the object of a pattern match, Perl first converts the number to a
string.Places where Perl expects strings are called string contexts, and places where Perl



expects numbers are called numeric contexts. These are nice terms to know, but we won’t use
them very often in this book, since it rarely makes any real difference.The function Perl uses to
convert numbers to strings is the C standard library’s sprintf() with a format of "%.20g". If you
need to use a particular format, use Perl’s sprintf:my $n = sprintf "%10.4e", 3.1415927; #
"3.1416e+00"The function used for converting strings to numbers is the C standard library’s
atof(). Any leading white space is ignored. Perl uses whatever leading part of the string appears
number-like and ignores the rest. Perl converts anything that doesn’t look like a number to 0. For
example:The conversion process does not recognize octal or hexadecimal. Use the oct operator
to convert octal or hexadecimal strings:When Perl automatically converts a number to a string or
vice versa, it keeps both representations until the value of the variable is changed.Strings and
numbers at the same timeUsually, it does not matter whether a variable contains a string or a
numeric value, but there are a few occasions when it does. For example, the bitwise numeric
operators act on the whole numeric value if applied to a number, but character-wise if applied to
a string:You can see this at work with the Devel::Peek module. Start with a string that has a value
that partially converts to a number, and then use it in a numerical operation (without changing
it):The Dump output shows you what Perl is tracking. Although we’re not going to get into Perl
internals, you can see that before the conversion, Perl has a PV slot where it stores the actual
string value. After the conversion, it also has IV and NV slots where it stores the converted
numeric value:The error variable $! is an example of a variable with a “magic” property. It returns
the value of the system variable errno when it is used in a numeric context, but it returns the
string from the perror() function (or some equivalent for your system) in a string context:This
issue also affects the smart match operator (Item 23) that is implicitly used by given-when (Item
24). Since the smart match guesses what sort of comparison it needs to do, it might make
unexpected choices. In this example, you test two strings using the smart match operator,
expecting that it will match only the same string:The output shows that the strings match only
exactly themselves:137 matches '137' 137 matches ' 137'However, a slight modification to the
program changes the results. If you use the string in an arithmetic expression, even without
changing the string explicitly, the smart match does a numeric comparison instead of a string
comparison:Now you get more matches than you expect:137 matches '137'137 matches '
137' 137 matches '137' 137 matches ' 137'Create your own dualvarYou don’t need to use Perl’s
internal conversion to create “dualvars”—variables that have different string and numeric values
depending on context. Here’s a subroutine that returns both a numeric error code and an error
string, all in one normal scalar value:The variable $return_value keeps its distinct numeric and
string values until you change it. However, now that you know this, don’t start using it
everywhere. Save it for very special situations, like impressing people at conferences and
cocktail parties.Things to remember• Perl uses a scalar as a string or number based on
context.• Perl converts a string to a number using its best guess.• If a string doesn’t look like a
number, Perl converts it to 0.Item 9. Know the difference between lists and arraysLists and
arrays are different things. If you can recognize when you have one or the other, along with the



rules that apply to each, you’ll be far ahead of most people (and even most Perl books, for that
matter). Some of the most powerful idioms in Perl depend on this difference.A list is an ordered
collection of scalars. You can construct lists yourself, get them as return values from built-ins and
subroutines, or extract them from other lists.An array is a variable that contains a list, but isn’t the
list itself. It’s a container for the list.Part of the confusion comes from a shared syntax. You can
extract single elements from both a list and an array using the same syntax:You can also slice
both a list and an array with the same syntax:The comma operatorAlthough you can have an
array, which is a variable, in a scalar context, there’s no such thing as a list in scalar context. If
you use an array in a scalar context, you get the number of elements in the array:A list is always
only a list. It has no scalar interpretation. Consider how you construct a list. You separate a
series of scalars with the comma operator (yes, it’s an operator):Is that a list? Well, you really
don’t know yet. You have to use that series of scalars in an expression that expects a list.
Assigning it to an array or using it in a foreach loop provides a list context:(The qw() quoting
doesn’t change anything. It’s just a syntactic shortcut.)What if you assign the same literal text to
a scalar variable? Do you have a list then? What shows up in $scalar?Many people guess that
$scalar gets the value 3 because they think they have a three-item list. But they don’t have a list
on the righthand side; they have a series of scalars separated by the comma operator. The
comma operator in scalar context returns its rightmost element. Perl assigns the value Roscoe to
$scalar.People mess up this concept because they test it incorrectly. What’s a common list to
try?In this case, the number of scalars on the righthand side just happens to be the same as the
last element on the righthand side, but you still do not have a list.Assignment in list
contextAnother dark corner of Perl is the assignment operator. Most people think they
understand it, but don’t realize that it has a result just like any other operator. In list context, the
assignment operator returns the number of elements on the righthand side. It doesn’t assign
that; it’s just the return value, which hardly anyone ever uses for anything:my $elements = my
@array = localtime;The assignment operator is right associative, so the rightmost assignment
operator does its work first, assigning the list produced by localtime to @array. This part of the
operation has its own result that it then assigns to $elements. If you had written it with grouping
parentheses to show the order of the operation, it would look like:my $elements = ( my @array =
localtime );The rule at work is that a list assignment in scalar context returns the number of
elements on the righthand side of the assignment. It’s true; read about it in perlop. This is such
an important concept that you should read it again: A list assignment in scalar context returns
the number of elements on the righthand side.Knowing this rule, you can use it to your
advantage. If you want to count the number of elements from something that produces a list, you
first assign it to a list, then assign that to a scalar, just as in the previous localtime example.
However, since the rule is right associative, you can actually provide no elements in the list in the
middle that you are assigning to:Sometimes this is known as the goatse operator and written
without spaces so it resembles a goat’s head (or maybe something else):This comes in handy
when you want to count the number of elements a global match or a split would produce without



doing anything with those elements. You assign to the empty list to set the context, then save the
result of the assignment:my $count =()= m/(...)/g;my $count =()= split /:/, $line;Things to
remember• A list is a collection of scalars.• An array is a container variable that stores a list.•
Although many operations look the same for lists and arrays, some are different.Item 10. Don’t
assign undef when you want an empty arrayUninitialized scalar variables in Perl have the value
undef, a special value that stands for the absence of value. You can reset scalar variables to their
uninitialized state by assigning undef to them or by using the undef() function:Uninitialized array
variables, however, have the value (), the empty list. If you assign undef to an array variable,
what you actually get is a list of one element containing undef. Don’t assign undef to an array
variable! Since a single-element list evaluates to true in Perl, even if that single element is undef,
you can create some hard-to-find problems in your code:The simplest way to avoid this is to
assign the empty list () to array variables when you want to clear them:You can also use the
undef function:The defined operator is the only way to distinguish undef from 0 or the empty
string ''. The defined operator will work on any value, and will return true as long as the variable
is not undefined:You can assign undef to an element of an array, but that doesn’t change the
size of the array, it just replaces the value for a given element or set of elements, creating a
potentially sparse array:You can eat up quite a bit of memory by adding undefined values to an
array:@sparse[ 0 .. 99 ] = ();Note that undef is a perfectly reasonable element value. You cannot
shorten an array by assigning undef values to elements at the end of the array.my @a = 1 .. 10;
$a[9] = undef;print scalar(@a), "\n"; # "10"To actually shorten an array without assigning a whole
new value to it, you must use one of the array operators like pop:Or splice:Or assign to
$#array_name:As with arrays, you cannot undefine a hash by assigning undef to it. In fact,
assigning any list with an odd number of elements to a hash results in a warning message:You
can assign the empty list () to create an empty hash:Or you can use the undef operator to reset
the hash to a pristine state.As with arrays, you cannot shorten or remove elements from a hash
by assigning undef values to them. In order to remove elements from a hash you must use the
delete operator, which you can use on hash slices as well as single elements:Things to
remember• Remember that undef is a scalar value.• Don’t assign undef to an array to clear it out;
it makes a one-element list.• Use exists to check whether a key is in a hash; don’t trust its
value.Item 11. Avoid a slice when you want an elementIs @a[1] an array element or an array
slice? It’s a slice. One of the counterintuitive factors encountered by people just beginning to
learn Perl is the difference between array elements and array slices. Even after you know the
difference, it’s not hard to accidentally type @ instead of $.An introductory book or course about
Perl will typically begin by telling you that scalar variable names begin with $ and array variable
names begin with @. This is, of course, a gross oversimplification (Item 4).To access element $n
of array @a, you use the syntax $a[$n], not @a[$n]. This may seem peculiar. However, it is a
consistent syntax. Scalar values, not variables, begin with $, even when those values come from
an array or hash.Therefore, @a[$n] doesn’t mean element $n of array @a. Rather, it is something
different, called a slice. A slice is a shortcut way of accessing several elements at once. Instead



of repeating the same variable with different indexes:my @giant = qw( fee fie foe fum );my
@queue = ( $giant[1], $giant[2] );You can use a slice to accomplish the same task in a much
easier-to-read manner:You can even use an array to provide indexing:Now, @a[1] is as much a
slice as are @a[1, 2], @a[2, 10], @a[5, 3, 1], @a[3..7], and so on: @a[1] is a list, not a scalar
value. It is just a list of one element.Watch out for single-element slices. They are dangerous
critters if not used properly. A slice used in a scalar context returns the last value in the slice,
which makes single-element slices work like scalar values in some cases. For example:my $jolly
= @giant[3];Probably what was intended here was my $jolly = $giant[3]. The single-element slice
@giant[3] is still okay, sort of, since @giant[3] in a scalar context evaluates to its last (and in this
case only) element, $giant[3].Although single-element slices work somewhat like array elements
on the righthand side of assignments, they behave very differently on the lefthand side of
assignments. Since a single-element slice is a list, an assignment to a single element slice is a
list assignment, and therefore, the righthand side of the assignment is evaluated in a list
context.If you have warnings turned on (and why don’t you? Item 99), Perl warns you about this
case:Though the result of the operation is what you expected, assigning “fum” to $jolly, it was not
for the right reason. Because of this, you get a warning message that tells you that you might
have an unintended use of a slice:Lvalue slicesA slice has all the characteristics of a list of
variable names on the lefthand side of an assignment. You can even use it on the lefthand side
of an assignment expression, or in other places where lvalues are required. Using named
variables rather than a slice for a lefthand expression looks very different, but accomplishes the
same task:Unintentionally evaluating an operator in a list context can produce dramatic (and
unfortunate) results. A good example is the line-input operator, which assigned to a slice or even
assigned in list context causes the entirety of STDIN to be evaluated immediately:This reads all
the lines from standard input, assigns the first one to element 0 of @info, and ignores the rest!
Assigning <STDIN> to @info[0] evaluates <STDIN> in a list context. In a list context, <STDIN>
reads all the lines from standard input and returns them as a list.Don’t confuse slices and
elementsOne more difference between slices and elements is that the expression in the
brackets of an element access is evaluated in a scalar context, whereas for slices it is evaluated
in a list context. This leads to another example of bizarre behavior that is more difficult to
explain.Suppose you want to add a line containing 'EOF' to the end of the array @text. You could
write this as $text[@text] = 'EOF'. What if you write @text[@text] instead? You’ll end up making a
seriously wrong, but very innocent-looking, mistake:Perl interprets the array @text inside the
brackets in a list context. In a scalar context it returns the number of elements in @text, but in a
list context it returns the contents of the array itself. The result is a slice with as many elements
are there are lines.The contents of the lines are interpreted as integer indices—if they’re text
they will likely all turn out to be zero, so the slice will look like @text[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ...]. Then EOF is
assigned to the first element of the slice, and undef to all the rest, which means that this will
probably just overwrite the first element of @text with undef, leaving everything else alone.What
a mess!Get in the habit of looking for single-element slices like @a[0] in your programs. Single-



element slices are generally not what you want (though they’re handy for tricks now and then),
and a single-element slice on the lefthand side of an assignment is almost certainly wrong.
Perl::Critic (Item 112) is a tool that can help you find these cases.Slicing for fun and
profitBeginning Perl programmers generally do not (intentionally) use slices, except to select
elements from a resulting list:However, slices can be put to some pretty interesting (and weird)
uses. For example, here are two slightly different ways to reverse elements 5 through 9 of
@list:@list[ 5 .. 9 ] = reverse @list[ 5 .. 9 ];@list[ reverse 5 .. 9 ] = @list[ 5 .. 9 ];Slices provide a
handy way to swap two elements:Use slices to reorder arraysSlices are also used in sorting
(Item 22).Given two parallel arrays @uid and @name, this example sorts @name according to
the numerical contents of @uid. The sort orders the indices in @name, uses that sorted list as a
slice, then assigns the slice back to @name:@name = @name[ sort { $uid[$a] <=> $uid[$b] } 0 ..
$#name ];Although this works, it’s not a particularly nice thing to do to your coworkers.Create
hashes quickly and easilyYou can use hash slices to create hashes from two lists, to overlay the
contents of one hash onto another, and to subtract one hash from another.Creating a hash with
26 elements keyed “A” through “Z” with values of 1 through 26 is easy:@char_num{ 'A' .. 'Z' } =
1 .. 26;Overlaying all of the matching elements from an existing hash with those from a new one,
while also adding any elements that exist only in the new hash, is simple:@old{ keys %new } =
values %new;This task can be accomplished more tersely, but also less efficiently:%old =
( %old, %new );“Subtracting” one hash from another is just a matter of deleting from a hash
using a list of keys:delete @name{ keys %invalid };The preceding one-line statement replaces
the more wordy:Things to remember• Use a slice to select multiple elements from a list, array, or
hash.• Don’t use a slice when you know you need exactly one element.• Remember that an
lvalue slice imposes list context on the righthand side.Item 12. Understand context and how it
affects operationsLarry Wall, Perl’s creator, is a linguist at heart, and his creation reflects that.
Just as two people talking to each other rely on their shared context to understand the
conversation, Perl uses information about the operators to decide how to handle the data. Pay
more attention to what you are doing than what you are doing it to.You can also make your own
context-sensitive code (Item 45).Number and string contextIn Perl, context tells operations how
to treat data and evaluate expressions. Sometimes this context is completely determined by the
operator. The arithmetic operators treat data as numbers, while the string operators treat data as
strings:my $result = '123' + '345'; # 468my $result = 123 . 345; # '123456'You must use the
correct operator in comparisons (Item 6). If you try to compare numbers as strings, you can get
funny results. As a string, '12' is less than '2' because the string comparators work character-by-
character, and '1' is less than '2':if ( '12' lt '2' ) { print "12 is less than 2!\n"; }Likewise, comparing
strings with numeric comparators may give you puzzling results. As numbers, foo and bar both
convert to 0 (Item 8), so they are numerically equal:if ( 'foo' == 'bar' ) { print "Oh noes! foo is bar!
\n" }Scalar and list contextPerl enforces scalar context when the operation expects to work with
single items. It enforces list context when the operation expects to work with multiple items.The
additive operators (numeric and string) are scalar operators because they expect single items



on either side:1 + 2'foo' . 'bar'List operators expect to work with multiple elements. The print
operator takes a list of items and outputs them:print reverse( 1 .. 10 ), "\n";The while condition is
in scalar context, but the foreach condition is in list context, because that is the way they are
defined:This means that the two do different things with the line-input operator. Consider
iterating over a filehandle to process lines, stopping once you find the __END__ token. With a
while loop, you read one line per iteration, and when you are done with the loop, you can still
read another line from that filehandle:If you used foreach, you would have a problem. Since
foreach imposes list context, it reads all of STDIN, leaving no lines to read after you are done,
even though you stop the loop early:It’s normally bad form to read in lines before you need them,
so it is generally better to use while anyway.Context by assignmentThe assignment operator
supplies context. It knows whether it is going to assign to a single element or a list of elements. If
the assignment operator knows it is assigning to a list, it supplies list context to its righthand
side. All of these are list assignments:Note that a list of a single element, like my ($n), is just as
good as a list with any other number of items. It’s still a list. The parentheses around the scalars
make it a list operation even when there is a single scalar.Assigning to a bare scalar (no
surrounding parentheses on the lefthand side) supplies scalar context.my $single_line =
<STDIN>; # read only one lineThat can be really tricky sometimes. What is $n in this case?my
$n = ( 'a', 'b', 'c' ); # $n is 'c'To understand this odd result, know the difference between lists and
arrays (Item 9).Void contextThere is also a void context, in which you call a subroutine or use an
operator but don’t save or use the result:
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KW Post, “A big help to me. I have to admit that I am not a Perl aficionado. While there are things
about the language that don't appeal to me (this is true of any language), the truth is that I don't
really "think" in Perl. There are other languages that are more suited to my thinking process.That
said, there are times when Perl hits a "sweet spot": a) it is available on for all Linux distress; b) it
integrates well in the shell environment; c) it easily replaces multiple shell-based utilities (sed,
awk, bash, etc.); and there are modules to interact with the entire application stack. It is a useful
tool and I needed to find a way to gain a appreciation for it.Enter Effective Perl. I was introduced
to the first edition of the book some time ago. The company that I worked for was transitioning
away from Perl, but there was a lot of Perl code still in play. I had tried a number of other books
and just couldn't "get it". The syntax wasn't the problem - it was the change in context. Very
poorly explained in these other text. That early edition gave me enough insight to read and
understand some Perl. I didn't need much as we were moving to another language at the
time.Years later, I'm doing a lot of Python code. So, why even look at Perl now? Well, Python is
going through a lot of changes right now. Some tools "prefer" 2.x, while others "recommend"
3.3+. Different modules work with specific versions, etc. A lot of what I do is administrative
work. I have to assume a base level of tools to being work; and I do not want to rely overly much
on the shell alone. Perl, warts and all, provides the tools needed, a guaranteed presence, and
an easier integration path.This book helped me to "think" in Perl. This make it *a lot* easier to
write efficient code and (more importantly) to debug the code written. Does this mean that I will
give up Python (and Ruby)? Not a chance. Both are better OO based languages. (Yes, I know
about Moose. I just prefer the other languages in this regard.) It *does* mean that I can safely
replace a number of utilities with just one tool: Perl and like it.Perl has some warts, but it can be
an effective tool in the right circumstances. This is an excellent book to understand how to use
Perl - when it is necessary to do so.”

C. V. Mullai Venthan, “The best way to learn Perl. Effective Perl is actually for perl people you
really have solid foundation on Perl and not for Beginners. If you have some gap or you are going
to join for your next Perl Job, then this book should be your refreshing.One of the best way to
start learning Perl for Developement jobs, is to read the below books in order and practice on
your own. Don't be baffled on the below list of books. If you want to work as a Perl Developer and
be a competent Perler you need to work hard. Or otherwise, if enough Perl is required to get the
Job Done for your organisation, then "Beginning Perl by James Lee - Apress" is your reference,
although it will not work for production level code.1) Sams Teach yourself Perl in 24 HoursThis
gives a definite understanding of all Perl Variables and References for a Beginner. At least first 2
Parts is must reading2) Learning Perl - OreillyThis one is definite for Perl Basics and Idioms and
with hands on Practice on the exercises to start as a real perl developer3) Intermediate Perl -
OreillyThis one is for References, Modules and Object Oriented Programming. This book will



surely take time to understand if you are new to Perl References and OOPs. But once you are
through you can call yourself as a Perl Developer, but be sure to practice the exercises and
don't skip it.4) Mastering Perl - OreillyThis one is for Typeglobs and other Advanced Perl
features, but would recommend to read this book if you have worked atleast on 2 Perl
Projects.5) Effective PerlThis one is only Refresher if there is some gap for your next Perl
Project, and that's why I gave 4 stars, but it's a good read ( if you have time ) and it helps to
improve your code and you will learn some new perl tricks.”

LiveLaughLove, “Excellent Perl book. This is the best book on Perl I have found so far. I have
only finished the first 4 chapters to date (32% finished), but will for sure finish reading this book -
I am learning alot, and enjoying it.I bought this book for my Kindle, and just love the author's
style. The author gets straight to the point, without alot of fluff. The topics are broken down into
manageable chunks, so it is easy to read one or two when you have a few minutes. I have no
issues reading it on my Kindle (unlike some computer books), the only downside to the Kindle
version is that (for me) it can take longer to look up pieces of information when I want to refer to
sections of the book as a reference. But, that's a Kindle issue and not anything negative against
the contents of the book itself.I love the examples in the book. The author's message is very
clear, and easy to understand. Just when you think you know all of the Perl tricks, you read on
and discover more. If there is a challenge in understanding an example, I can easily type it into
my computer and try it for myself as the sample code snippets are quite short; however I found
this is rarely needed.I believe this book is a great way to develop smart effective Perl code - with
the correct calls, the correct structure, the correct debugging, the correct packages, the correct
idioms, etc. In addition, I feel this book is a great tutorial on the Perl language itself (even if you
have never coded in Perl before); the author steps through the topics in a carefully designed
manner, and slowly introduces the various programming constructs of Perl.The only suggestion
for improvement I have for the authors is to create exercises at the end of each chapter for users
to apply some of the concepts learned. And, of course, I would appreciate answers to those
exercises at the end of the book. Otherwise, it's a work of art. Thanks very much, and please
continue writing more.”

UmmaGumma, “Eye-Opener. Das Buch hält, was der Titel verspricht. Dies war das Buch, das
mir die Augen für die unglaubliche Ausdrucksstärke von Perl geöffnet hat. Dieses Buch hat mir
den Weg vom Programmieren im awk Stil zur wahren Power dieser Programmiersprache
gewiesen. Es wird nicht gelehrt, kryptischen und grenzwertigen Code zu schreiben, sondern
präzisen, unter Ausnutzung inheränter wesenseigener Konstruktionen. Dieses Buch und die
erste Ausgabe von "Advanced Perl Programming" haben mich vor fünfzehn Jahren dazu
bewogen, Perl als aus meiner Sicht leistungsfähigste, weil ideomatisch flexibelste
Programmiersprache anzusehen. (Heute würde ich überlegen, ob Objective C mit dem iOS
Framework vielleicht ein Konkurrent sein könnte.)”



Philippe Banquet, “Clear and practical. A very interesting guide for powerful Perl writing. Not for
beginners, but it gives handsome tricks, advices and technics for good and maintenable
programming.”

Tim, “Sehr gutes Perl-Buch für Fortgeschrittene. Das Buch enthält viele gute Tipps zum
besseren Programmieren in Perl. Vier statt fünf Sterne gibt es, da die verschiedenen Tipps
optisch nicht so eindeutig getrennt sind und mache Tipps, wie benutze ich CPAN etc., Standard
sind und jeder Einsteiger nach ein paar Wochen darüber stolpert.”

The book by Jerry Minnich has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 34 people have provided feedback.
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